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RATE THAT'R': Federal Trade
Commission chairman Robert
Pitofsky speaks Monday.

Industry
reviews
rating
system

Brian Engsknan BG News

MICHELLE-ANGELO: Dreamwalker poses in front of her senior art project.

By Gary Gentile
ASSOCIATED PRESS PHOTO

LOS ANGELES—Responding
lo federal criticism, the
Directors Guild of America said
Thursday that the entertainment industry needs a better
self-regulatory system to keep
violent and sexually oriented
material away from children.
The directors said increased
federal scrutiny of movie marketing is welcome — as long as it
doesn't cross the line into censorship.
"This is not a repudiation of
the current system," said director Gary Ross. "It's opening a dialogue. The system needs to be
evolving."
• A report issued this week by
the Federal Trade Commission
charged the industry with
aggressively marketing violent
films, music and video games to
young children. The issue was
the subject of congressional
hearings, where some entertainment industry representatives
defended the way they market
their products.
In contrast, the directors'
guild called for a self-imposed
code of conduct covering the
marketing of movies and urged
theater owners to forbid the
admission of underage children
to movies meant for adults.
"We need a new, more
detailed ratings system," director Rob Reiner said at the headquarters of the guild, which has
about 11,500 members.
However, the directors said
the primary responsibility for
protecting children lies with
parents and that a new ratings
system should provide clear,
detailed information on the
nature of the content. The FTC

INSIDE THE MIND OF AN...

ARTIST

Dreamwalker, a local artist,
moved from wife, mother
and mathematician to passionate painter

Second in a weekly feature

By KeMey Fisher
STAFF WRITER

When many people study a
painting, they try to understand
what the artist is saying. One
local woman believes that it is
not necessary as long as the
painting speaks to you.
Dreamwalker, as many people know her, said that an is
"more than pretty pictures" and
that "intention means something." An artist with a passion
for pattern and diversity, she
uses a relationship to describe
the process of a painting.
"Getting an idea is just like
having a boyfriend. You know
what it should be, and then
reality happens. As with a good
relationship, you have to allow
the painting to speak back and
be flexible. There also comes a
point when it's just not working,
and you either give it one more
try or throw it out,"
Dreamwalker said.
In the past 12 years she has
only thrown out one painting.
She added that technical
challenges inspire her, and that
"the idea is exciting, the finished product is relief and
everything in between is work."

Bom in Berea. Ohio, she is the
daughter of an army major
whose life was limited by
money and opportunity. When
her father became a master
carver, he taught her diat "talent
is 95 percent desire," which is
her favorite quote.
After graduating from an allwomen's high school, she
attended St. lohn's College in
Cleveland and studied nursing.
She then got a job at NASA
where she worked for five years
as a computer operator and
mathematician.
Dreamwalker met her husband and moved to Avon. While
raising her four children, she
studied theology and psychology as an unofficial student at
Baldwin Wallace.
When her youngest daughter
graduated from high school in
1986, Dreamwalker "ran away
from home" and came to
Bowling Green with no job and
just enough money for two
classes at the university. She
said she was just "hungry for
school" so she cleaned houses
to earn tuition money. She
added that she often felt like
Cinderella and that her daugh-

ter was appalled at what she
was doing
"Sarting back to school was
both exciting and scary,"
Dreamwalker said. "It has
nothing to do with age.
Everyone leaves their comfort
zone."
She added that school was
"not just about the goal but getting there," and that it was "very
life-giving."
After six and a half years as a
nontradiUonal
student,
Dreamwalker graduated with
honors in 1993. On the
University's art program, she
said the school has really developed and that she is very
impressed with the caliber of
students' work.
"There has always been this
assumption that art students
are lazy or weird and not academically capable. I have found
that they are the most dedicated, serious and curious students who are very aware of life
and have an ongoing curiosity,"
Dreamwalker said.
When it comes to her career,
she said that many people still
believe that all artists are "funky
and dress weird." When she

does an interior job. she said
people expect her to wear a
beret and use an easel, when in
fact she wears sweatpants and
paints on a plastic plate.
"Many people think art as
"fun" and there is this romanticized idea that it is such a "cool
job." I think it is more about
who I am than what I do,"
Dreamwalker said.
She recalls that when she was
growing up her sister was also
considered to be "an incredible
artist." Although her sister took
lessons and had the natural talent, Dreamwalker said her sister had "It," but no discipline.
She also had "lots of technique
but nothing to say."
While Dreamwalker was
always the one considered to be
the "brain," she feels she was
socialized into this. Now she is
willing to paint what people
want as long as she gets to
paint.
Her favorite painting, titled
"When all that's left is the vessel," hangs above her fireplace.
Painted in 1992 and 1993,
Dreamwalker admits that she
will never sell it.
According to Dreamwalker,

the "vessel" refers to the women
in the painting and the fact that
they are "baby-makers." She
wanted to show a time when it
was glamorous to be a mother.
Although the majority of her
paintings are portraits of
women, she paints many children as well.
"I paint children not as sentimental pieces, but because
children are so 'with it' when
their attention is focused on
something and nothing else
exists. It is also a reminder of
what we don't do as adults. It is
also about celebrating the
moment," Dreamwalker said.
On average, one of her oil
paintings requires 30 glazes of
transparent color, and takes her
more than 80 hours to complete. She also has a new technique, which requires her to
complete the exact drawing on
the canvas first.
Dreamwalker said the new
technique is more complete,
exact and realistic, whereas
before she drew on the canvas
with paint. She added that the
process is a challenge for her
ARTIST. PAGE 2
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Lack of nude models a problem for some, not all
By Wendy Suto
STAJT turn

Ptwtotrflw' Name BG News

NOTHING TO LOOK AT: Students in Jonathan Ricci's life drawing
class Thursday wait for him to set up the mannequin which will
take the place of a life model. Ricci said his class has not had a
nude model yet, though he has had a clothed one.
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Naked people are in high
demand at the Fine Arts
Building.
Signs all over campus have
been advertising for life modeling jobs, which are open to
Federal Work Study students and
pay $6.90 per hour, according to
Jonathan Ricci, a drawing
instructor in the University's
School of Art.
But nobody's jumping at it.
According to Ricci, he has not
had even one nude life model for
his drawing class yet.
The lack of nude models in her
lilt- drawing class makes Julie
Shannon, a sophomore photography major, "mad," she says,
because "we pay a fee for this

class and we don't get experience."
She also said that "if they
upped the price, maybe more
people will be willing to do it."
Her drawing class Thursday
evening was scheduled to have a
model - who didn't show up. The
class had to draw from a mannequin composed of a female
upper body and a male lower
body.
"The purpose of this class is to
understand the human figure,"
said Lisa Wilczynski, sophomore
graphic design major. "We don't
get that when we draw mannequins. Our time is being wasted."
Drawing life models is about
"drawing from direct observations," said Charlie Kanwischer,

assistant professor of art and
head of drawing at the School of
Art. "It is about showing the contours of the body and struggling
to get the form right."
Students are at first hesitant to
be a life model, because they are
uncertain of what the models do,
Kanwischer said.
"They are nervous at first,
because they are not used to
being looked at so intently by
artists," Kanwischer said. "The
artists look at the models as
objects and stop seeing the person in front of them. It helps to
minimize the erotic context."
Life drawing classes began at
the University in the early 1960s,
when art departments had just
started to appear.
"There was a very classical

)

approach to the arts, and dealing
with anatomy and the figure was
one approach," said Tom Hilty,
the acting director for the School
of Art.
As far as life models being
needed
for art
classes,
Kanwischer said they are not
looking for any specific body
type, age group or gender.
"We want to show a variety of
body types because it gives the
students that much more experience in their work," Kanwischer
said.
Several years ago, life models
were professional models from
surrounding cities and not students.
t aiding to Hilty, most male
MODELS, PAGE 2
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Nude models a point of debate at school of art
MODELS, FROM PAGE 1

models were not completely
nude and more attention was
given to drapery and perspective.
"Clothing played a greater role
than nudity," Hilty said. "The
way in which the figure was used
by the artist has changed in the
last 40 years too. A lot more
attention was given to anatomy
when I started teaching here."
As the 1970s demonstrated,
the freedom of interpretation of
the figure has created diverse
presentations and styles.
"The 1980s allowed us to use
the figure in a greater, more
open arena of presentations."
said Hilty. "The handling and
using of the figure has followed
contemporary
standards
though."
Today, figure drawing is very
important, and how the figure is
being used becomes a more personal statement, said Hilty.
"We have to move along with
the times, and figure drawing is
not exception," Hilty said. "The

human form is what we are, and
it is a very powerful image."
After a while, student models
learn to relax and realize modeling is like any other job.
"We have had nothing but
good experiences with models
and do not tolerate any kind of
unprofessionalism,"
Kanwischersaid. "Reliability and
a form of body control is also a
must."
Ron lacomini, a retired art
professor emeritus, has dealt
with nude models in his an by
working with two main themes
over the years, the nude female
being one of them. His photography has evolved into several
series.
"I started photographing the
nude in the early 1970s through
attending various photography
workshops in the U.S.," Jacomini
said. "I have always been interested in the female body."
His focus on the female body
has changed over the years. His
first series focused on the
strangeness of a situation, his
second series on mirror images

and his third series is in progress,
photographing females with
body modifications such as tattoos and piercings.
"1 have been getting the models primarily through word of
mouth," he said. "I am very
interested in women with body
modifications. Not only are
these modifications a private
matter, but the areas of the body
themselves are private too."
Women need not feel uncomfortable modeling for lacomini
either.
"I first like to interview them,"
he said. "Then we do the shoot
in the studio, taking about three
to five rolls of film. They are also
encouraged to bring a friend or
boyfriend to the session, if it
makes them feel more at ease."
Students can bring their own
clothing, and lacomini said all
ages are welcome, with their
body modifications.
For Veronica Hagan, a sophomore gerontology major, life
modeling is a relaxing campus
job. She has been modeling
since spring 2000.

"My RA was an artist and told
me it was not just about being
naked," Hagan said. "I think it
helps people build self confidence. It is relaxing staying perfectly still for awhile too."
While lacomini does not pay
the models cash, he will trade
large color photographs of the
women for their time. He primarily places the photographs
in exhibitions and galleries to be
available for purchase, often
selling one piece for $500-600.
"I have had fairly good success
getting them accepted," he said.
"The more people 1 photograph,
the better the series becomes."
The life models lacomini
prefers are not professional
models.
"It is usually their first time
modeling," he said. "They are
ordinary people, so |the modelling sessionl becomes a whole
new experience for them too. 1
purposely try to show a variety
of people in my work"
Life modeling is sometimes
perceived as shameful or
degrading to individuals.

"People somehow imagine
that it is something shameful,"
Kanwischer said. "You take your
clothes off in front of a lot of
people and begin to feel vulnerable. This lessens with time
though."
Being a life model requires a
great deal of concentration and
skill.
"There is some difficulty of
being a model as well as an
artist," Hilty said. "But the experience is worthwhile."
Go sit in on a life drawing class
and get a better perspective of
what life modeling entails, said
Hagan.
"When you see the atmosphere and get an understanding
of what it is really like, it makes
becoming a life model easier,"
she said. "The artists are drawing
what they perceive as beautiful."
If anybody is interested in
being a life model, contact
Charlie Kanwischer at 372-9395.
If any women with tattoos and
piercings are interested in having a modeling session with Ron
lacomini, call him at 372-7763.

Directors' guild wants 'better system' for ratings
RATINGS, FROM PAGE 1

report called for a similar expansion of movie ratings.
"No filmmaker wants his or
her film to be seen by those for
whom it was not intended," said
a statement released by the
DGA's Task Force on Violence
and Social Responsibility.

The directors said they have
been frustrated by the current
ratings system, administered by
the Motion Picture Association
of America. The "R" rating, which
limits admission to those 17 and
older or under 17 if accompanied by a parent, is too broad and
is sometimes applied to films

inappropriate for viewing even
by 17-year-olds, the directors
said.
The NC-17 rating — long
opposed by filmmakers — is an
"abject failure," the directors
said, because it forces them to
cut just enough out of a film to
warrant n "hard R rating."

The DGA is at odds with the
MPAA, whose president, lack
Valenti, has long defended the
32-year-old movie rating system
as adequate. On Capitol Hill this
week, Valenti pledged that
Hollywood would stop targeting
kids with ads for violent, R-rated
movies, but balked at suggestions that the rating system

should be changed or enhanced.
Hie directors did not offer any
suggestions for a new system.
But Paris Barclay, who directs
episodes of "NYPD Blue" and
"City of Angels," said something
along the lines of the advisory
aired before some episodes of
"NYPD Blue" would be appropri-

Classrooms
changed for
Supernetwork
As a result, the following classes,
which normally meet in 209 West
Hall, will be moved to the locations listed:
Telecommunications
260,
classes meeting Mondays from
9:30 10:20 am., 1030-11:20 am.
and 11:30 a.m.-12:20 p.m., moved
to 122 lerome Library on Monday.
(Wednesday is open lab.)
Telecommunications
469,
meeting Mondays from 6-9 p.m.,
moved to 122 lerome Library on
Monday. (Wednesday is open lab.)
Journalism 310, meeting
Mondays and Wednesdays from
4:30-5:45 p.m., moved to 126
Hayes I lall (FSG Lab) Monday and
Wednesday.
Journalism 315, meeting
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 45:15 p.m., moved to 018Wfcst Hall
(Media Lab) Tuesday and
Thursday.
loumalism 320, classes meeting
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
9:30 10:45 a.m. and 230-3:45 p.m.,
moved to 120 College Park Office
Building Tuesday and Thursday.
Journalism 325, meeting
Mondays and Wednesdays from
8:30-9:20 a.m., moved to 120
College Park Office Ruilding
Monday and Wednesday.
Journalism 345, meeting
Mondays and Wednesdays from
1:30-2:20 p.m., moved to 103
Psychology
Building
on
Wednesday. (Monday class is cancelled

Associated Press

THE PLANE TRUTH: Allen Bailey, chief engineer for Boeing 737 safety and certification, explains Thursday how the current rudder works
on a 737. Boeing officials said that the company would not begin retrofitting the fleet until 2003.

Boeing explains its jammed rudders
By Michael J. Martinez
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

SEATTLE — Insisting its
planes are safe, Boeing said
Thursday it won't begin
installing new rudder systems on
737 jetliners until 2003 and in the
meantime will train pilots how to
handle jammed rudders.
The
Federal
Aviation
Administration said Boeing will
design new controls for the rudder, the Dap on the vertical tail of

the aircraft that is suspected in a
pair of deadly U.S. air crashes in
the past decade.
Boeing said the final plan for
the upgrades — which includes
installing an additional valve in
the rudder system to serve as a
backup — won't be finished until
2003.
The 737, the first models of
which debuted in the late 1960s,
is the world's most popular commercial jet. witii 3,740 in service.

It will take until 2008 to retrofit
every 737 aircraft.
The FAA order came out of a
recommendation from a 22member task force, which
included members from Boeing.
The National Transportation
Safety Board had suggested the
changes as part of its lengthy
investigations into the two
crashes.
"The problems that most concerned the NTSB have already

been fixed, and they've been
fixed for some time," said Allen
Bailey, chief engineer for 737
safety and certification at
Boeing. "This new action plan
resulted from us sitting back and
saving, 'What more could we
do'?"'
Until the new rudder systems
are in place, Boeing will work
with airlines on new crew procedures for dealing with jammed
737 rudders.

Artist talks
about her
unusual life
ARTIST, FROM PAGE 1

and that technical challenges
inspire her.
"My ideas tell me more about
who I am than anything else.
You need to discover who you
are and share yourself with the
world. The biggest payoff is not
in the money that I make, but
that I expressed something,"
Dreamwalker said.
She added that variety is necessary, and her next project is
going to be woodcarving and
stained glass.
Now that some of her work is
featured in New York Magazine
and in Europe, Dreamwalker
said her next step will be moving to Santa Fe in March for a
few years.
Santa Fe, considered to be
the "art mecca of the world," is
home to more than 252 galleries and over 10,000 artists As
Dreamwalker puts it, she will be
"leaving her comfort zone once
again."
Many often wonder why she
changed her name and where it
came from, and she said it
came to her in 1982 when she
attended the first international
women's
gathering
in
Washington, DC. It was also
during this time that she admitted to herself her goal of being
an artist.
She is now known as
"Dreamwalker'' by all who
know her. and she is also a very
talented artist.
Dreamwalker remembers
being in her 20s and wondering
what was so interesting about
anyone over 30. Well, now she
knows.
Her message to everyone is
simply that she "hopes nobody
stops li»ing until they stop
breathing."
Dreamwalker will also be the
featured speaker at the
Women's Center for the brown
bag luncheon on Oct. 18. She
will be discussing her involvement with the Michigan Quilt
Experience.

MoREThAn
2500 LEfT
HanDEd
PEopLEArE
KilLeD
EveRY
YEaRFroM
USinG RlqHt
HanDEd
ProDUcts

Cla-Zel Theatre

Downtown B.G. * 353-1361

Thomas and the
Magic Railroad
Fri 5:00
G
Sat Sun 2:00 5:00
Melanie Griffith

CECIL B. *
DEMENTED
Fri Sat Sun 7:00 9:30

night
Every Sat Midnight
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CROSSWORD

I SEE YOU
BABY, SHAKING THAT...
To all the bartenders out
there, we salute you!
Thanks for keeping
those pitchers overflowing for our urn... dehydration. Water is always
good after a booty shake.

The Real Slim Shady? Maybe.
This is a call to action
folks. Shake hands with that
professor that just assigned
you a 40-page paper about
the lifecycle of mold, forage
with the Neanderthals in
your fraternity!

KENDRA
MOORE
The Shady
Chronicles

Introduction?
I like to think of myself as
a James-Bond-Girl type
Reporter/Observant. I sit
auietly as students rape the
day, freshmen lose an average of 200 brain-cells, the
parking hemorrhoid at BG
gets larger and professors
strip the life -blond out of us
like a giant teat for suckling.
However, in my journeys
throughout Bowling Green
these four incredibly windy
and flat years, I have noticed
a reoccurring pattern in students and faculty that attend
this fine (note: used loosely)
University. A large majority
(to cover my @ss, not all) of
students and employees
alike of Blowing Green have
participated in some sort of
underground 'shady society'
that I'm sure all State Schools
not only have but use in the
freshmen brochure.
This said society is madeup of people who don't really
give a good gosh-darn about
urn... well, anything except
those nights roaming aimlessly through every bar in
BG looking for a... um, study
partner for the evening.
Initiation
The constitution of this
society is never spoken aloud
but instead, heard in the
echoes of, "Of course I
remember your name
"
and "Let me transfer your
completely unimportant call
to another lady who will then
ignore you, behave as if your
straight out of Detroit and
then try to completely confuse you to the degree of
searching for a water tower
or anything taller than your
dorm room window, which
never opens anyways."
What I am saying is that

Ceople need to start giving
lood, giving sperm, giving a
good gosh-darn about other
people, animals and I.
Michael . I want some allegiance! I want somebody
From the Bursar to send me a
fruitcake for Christmas!

Okay, I will share with you
one of the monstrosities that
I have witnessed in the short
time we have been back in
this very pleasant campus.

The Inevitable Transfer
Syndrome

Here is a perfect theoretical example of that aforementioned
documented
technique of sending people
to the Gods of the Water
Tower. My roommate Lee
would be on her way to the
Student Recreational Center
one beautiful rainy day,
which upon her arrival the
oh-so helpful white-ribbon
wearing girl (a professed
sorority-girl) behind the
counter told my graduatelevel friend that she could
not possibly use the center
because she did not have
full-time status as a student.
After nearly minutes of
protest, my always-pleasant
roomie stomped down to the
bowels of the facility only to
encounter another woman
who I'm told beh?ved like
something out of a sideshow.
Ten forms later, Lee returned
home to start down her spiral
of angst.
At the first number she
was told to call, not only was
no one there, but the answering machine said something
about a water hose and being
locked in a basement.
Needless to say, she left a
message. Any normal angstridden Jedi would have
given-up, but ah, the Force is
strong with this one.
The next call consisted of
45 minutes on hold, an
unsympathetic "I don't know
what you're talking about"
and the always empathetic
"Call back Monday." By now,
the sideshow woman was
looking pretty good.
Five phone calls later, my
roommate not only didn't get
an answer towhy no one
knows that eight hours is
full-lime for graduate stu-
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dents, but had also been
accused of owing $500 to the
Bursar, having late fees to her
college office, and being in
debt to anyone else the
University felt like creating
out of thin (but always blowing) air. By now, Lee was in
search of a dull pencil to stab
herself in the eye with.
This is when I arrived to
lessen the pUn with Pagliai's
and Tanqueray. Needless to
say, ten days later, although
no one could explain why
Lee couldn't get into the SRC,
those Bursar bills surely
found their way to her mailbox.
Do not panic, I have saved
the University from a shooting spree, or at least the
burning of the rec (enter
Bond-girl music.) This is
what I'm saying people. Take
that five extra minutes and at
least pretend you are semiinterested and not semi-nauseous? in what someone else
has to say.
How about loosening
those white ribbons and
khakis, because I think it is
affecting your neural pathways in ways you won't realize until your old enough to
send alumni "donations" to
this armpit of a school.
Summation
I would just like to send
out a plea for a little kindness, a little compassion and
a dull pencil. So next time
you're walking through what
used to be the center of campus, smile at that guy from
freshmen year, high-five the
lady that cleans your dorm
bathroom and above all do
not join any society that
involves
phone
calls,
Neanderthals, white ribbons,
or bitchy page three writers.
Editor's Note: The opinions
of Ms. Moore do not necessarily reflect those of The People's
Republic of Page 3. an equal
opportunity employer.
Asst Editor's Note: The
opinions of Ms. Moore definitely do not reflect mine. Oh,
hell, y'all know me don't you?
Can't lie... hate dull pencils...
dammit.

J. Michael Bestul

BACKUP VOCALS

ACROSS
1 Mi Gandhi
7 Helper ably
II PHoeower
14 Audn-txxXs
performer
15 Leo's below
18 Day'aend.«
poems
17 Main or Maple
18 Actress Barbeau
20S1oc*ghls
22 Double ovef
23 0llr>sknd
24 Tune ax two
25 Archer ot note
27PartotLBJ
31 Causac solution
32 Sell ng point
34 Conviental money
35 Recipe am
38 Kkgoes
39 Answenngmaenme signal
41 Accotomgro
44 Actress Sorvino
46 Fan into Olsuae
50 Be penitent
51 Punctual
54 Sorrows
55 Summit
57 Towel O
59 Kdd* seat?
60 way io go'
65 Requnng more
sail
66 Puts up
68 Actor Canou
69 Country hotels
70 Eritenaan
sumptuously
71 trVymand
UcMahon
72 Ago
73 Last six hnes Ota
sonnet
DOWN
1 ApnMSorg
2 Thorny plans
3 Strawberry and
Ponicsan
4 Thought
5 Coral cokxties
6 Oi.rn rig
7 Maiden turned
Into a spider

Kristalyn Kravitz

RHYTHM SECTION
E. Sean Medina
Kendra Moore
Tony Recznik

GROUPIE ELITE
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Makes a Lawn
Rani's garment
Math sub)
French auto
makor
About to trade in your first-born
BeihandDon
for the answer to 66 Across?
Simplest ol
procedures?
Fear not, faithful reader.
Ccroummatkyi
FrigKJ
We have the answers, and are
Son grp
quite willing to part with them.
Zootactgn
Name
All you need to do is check the
Unreined trwwai
answer key, temporarily located
Christmas carol
Pack down
on this very page.
Evergreen
Loners in theater
lobbies
Bear hand
Charier
48 City on Pugel
rods
Deceived
Sound
61 Passover
underhanoedly
49 Psychic s power
62 Louise ol
Stays
52 Stroke gently
-Gil»gans Island"
Massachjsetts
53 Attempters
63 MM
college
56 AndsotonTi aCOt 64 Beer barrels
Skunk
58 On-base pie ol
67 Confirmed

PROBLEMS?

OHIO WEATHER

J. Michael Bestul
Tony Recznick
Kristalyn Kravitz

Friday. September 15
AccuWeathet* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

TAMB0RINE BABIES
Ryan Halfhill
Lisa Swineheart

INSPIRED BY:
Fedora Boy

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
Reflector Pants, Homecoming
Royalty, Toilet humor,
Weddings, The Water Polo
Team, the color maize and the
number 69.

C 2000 AccuWeather. Inc

WORD OF THE DAY

o -&* am *fr. <^* <A && ^^

EXPEClHRAm
Pronounciation:
dx • pek • td • 'rAt
Function: verb
Etymology: Latin
expeotoratus
Date: 1601
1: to eject from the throat or
lungs by coughing and spitting:
2: SPIT;
3: a sound heard commonly
on campus because everyone is sick!

Sumy Pi Ctoutiy
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SAY WHAT?
"It isn't pollution
that's harming the
environment. It's the
impurities in our air
and water."

ANSWERS
Maybe if you stare at this rightside up the answers will appear
to you.
Maybe you'll see the hidden
stairs.

J. DANF0RTH QUAYLE
FORMER U.S. VICEPRESIDENT AND IDIOT

Or just maybe you'll flip it
upside down and cheat.
I dunno, maybe.
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HE SAID ...SHE SAID

OPINION

'All murders are hate crimes and I think what we're trying to
do is legislate by headline."

REPRESENTATIVE KENNY HULSHOf (R-MO) CRITICIZING PRESIDENT CLINTON'S SUPPORT OF THE HATE CRIME BILL

EDITORIAL

More nudes needed on campus
Drawing students walk into
their life-form drawing class,
ready to be drawing the human
figure. Only one problem —
there is no human figure for
them to draw.
When The BG News went to
take pictures for our modeling
story, we were disturbed to find
that the art department has no
nude models for the students to
draw. The whole purpose of the
class is to draw the human figure.
But without a human figure, it
makes it hard.
"The purpose of this class is to
understand the human figure.

We don't get that when we draw
mannequins. It's not the realism
we are looking for. Our time is
being wasted, and that's not fair
to us," said Lisa Wilczynski,
sophomore graphic design
major.
Students are also losing tuition
money drawing dummies and
dolls, instead of what they are
paying to be drawing — the real
thing.
Many people are restricted
from modeling. Applicants must
be a student and on Federal Work
Study, and these restrictions
cause some problems.

YOU DECIDE
Docs the University need to
boost incentives for nude
models? Let us know what
you think at bgnews@listprocbgsu.edu

First, not all students are on
work study. So if someone not on
work study wants to model, they
cannot model. This is a model
the art department could have
had; now they have to draw dolls
instead.
Second, why do the models

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Students misunderstand
privacy policy
Your article and editorial on
the use of undercover officers
helps illustrate a basic misunderstanding a number of students
have regarding privacy rights.
Specifically, the idea that the
law protects you from all
unwanted contact with police.
This is simply not true.
If you fail to protect your own
privacy by allowing a stranger to
enter your home then you
assume the risk that the stranger
is a police officer. Once the officer is legally inside your residence, any illegality he discovers
can, AND WILL, be used against
you.
Students need to know their
rights and responsibilities before
they throw a party. The citations
that are issued by police when a
typical party is "busted" are anything but minor.
Furnishing alcohol to an
underage person, knowingly
allowing an underage person to
consume alcohol on your
premises and underage alcohol
consumption are all first degree
misdemeanors which are punishable by up to six months in
jail, a $1000 fine or both.
Even if you just receive a fine,
you will still have a criminal conviction on your record.
Additionally, drug offenses
such as marijuana and paraphernalia possession can disqualify
you from receiving any forms of
financial aid from the government.
Students who have questions
about their legal rights can contact Student Legal Services at
372-2951.
Rodney A. Fleming
University Student Legal Services
fleming@bgnet bgsu edu

University
should stop
solicitors
I am so grateful to The BG
News for printing the story about
credit card fraud on campus.
I was one of the 200 students
whose student ID was photographed by the credit card
solicitors mentioned in your article.
Although I am mosdy angry at
myself for allowing these people
to take advantage of me, I am

even more disturbed that the
credit card people were allowed
to con students for over eight
hours before authorities chased
them off campus.
It was against my better judgment to give those people all of
that information; however, I figured it had to be legitimate.
After all, there are credit card
companies on campus almost
daily.
Which brings up the question.... Why are credit card companies on our campus in the first
place?
Why does Student Services
give these people permission to
set up shop on campus and talk
students out of their personal
information?
I am outraged that Student
Services allows credit card companies to solicit on campus.
If credit card companies
weren't allowed on campus, students wouldn't have given these
con artists the time of day..much
less their photo ID. Student services puts BG students at risk by
allowing credit card companies
on campus.
I find it entirely unethical on
behalf of BGSU to make BG students easy prey for con artists
and credit card scams.
A no-tolerance policy for credit
card solicitation on campus
should be implemented by
BGSU.
The safety of BG students is at
risk, and that is unacceptable.
Meredith Campbell
XHarmonica@aol com

Undercover
cops violate
rights
In response to the question
you proposed in Thursday's
paper, is it improper for undercover police to pose as college
students — absolutely.
I feel offended by the whole situation. In the first two weeks of
school I have had four of my
friends busted by these undercover cops. In all four incidents
my friends were not charged
with any more than open container.
The incidents occurred while
we were walking to the bars.
Now we are dealing with a small
group of 19 and 20-year-olds,
minding their business. When
the next thing you know two
guys in street clothes come
walking up beside us.
We think nothing of it at the
time, then all of a sudden these

guys in street clothes pull out
these badges from around their
necks. They pick out a couple of
guys who they catch with alcohol
and pull them over to the side.
Now from what I hear these
two cops handcuff the suspects
and obtain an ID without reading
any rights, or asking permission
to search.
One of my buddies said when
the cop asked for ID, he pulled
out his wallet and the cop
grabbed it from him. suspecting
that he had more than one ID.
That doesn't really seem like
cops who are out to protect the
community. It sounds like a couple of young, hard-ass. inexperienced cops who are out chasing
the "of mighty buck" and trying
to nab as many college punks as
they can!!
I fail to mention that these
undercover cops probably did
the same kind of partying a couple of years ago. I don't know how
they can go around and do this
without a guilty conscience, considering we are the kind of people they were probably hanging
out with the night before!
They must to be a couple of
absolute DORKS!
I commend the BG police for
trying to keep the community
safe. But hiring a couple of assholes to go undercover at parties
and bars isn't going to make BG a
better place to live. Its just going
to piss off the students of BG.
That doesn't sound real smart
considering the students of the
Bowling Green State University
make up the majority of the population. Bowling Green would
just be another town without the
University and its students. I
think the cops need to start considering how the students feel,
not a couple of money-grubbing
old folks who happen to live on
N. Enterprise who get crabby
because students walk by their
houses making noise on the way
to the bar.

have to be students? The pool of
models would be open if anyone
could come model for the students. We understand that the
University is looking out for the
students' security, so they don't
want to let anyone model. If the
department could screen the
applicants, it would open the
pool.
Also, many students don't wish
to model because they aren't
comfortable being naked in front
of their peers. Students have
classes with these other students.
This is another reason the
department should open the

The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length.
Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or arnetg@bgnetbgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column."

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403

Phone:
(419) 372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews@llstproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com

JEFF HINDENACH, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

going to make them any more
comfortable to model.
For the art students struggling
to learn the skills they need for
their portfolios, drawing mannequins wont cut it.
The point is to learn the
human form and discover the
way it's shaped, the way it moves,
and the way light falls on it without distraction.
Hopefully they can get the art
models the same way students in
other departments can get what
they need.
Let's get some more nudes on
this campus!

Affirmative
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
Would you consider
posing nude for an art
class?

KARL0S MILLS
SOPHOMORE
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ED.

"Hell.yeah!"

CHARLES P0PEN0E
SOPHOMORE
WOMEN'S STUDIES

"Well, a lot of girls
have seen my white
ass before, so why
not?."

JEN DAVIS
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED

"Yes, if it was Picasso."

ChadStolly
cstolly@bgnet. bgsu.edu

SUBMISSION POLICY

pool to outside models.
The University is doing a lot to
try to recruit models and we give
them props for that. They're
making concessions to entice
more students to model.
Offering S6.90 an hour and
shorter hours is a good start.
However, even $6.90 is not
enough for some students who
could make more as waitresses
or janitors.
Unfortunately, there's not
enough incentive for students to
model, despite the concessions.
Sometimes, no matter how
much you pay someone, it's not

AARON BARTON
FRESHMAN
CONSTRUCTION

"No."
A recent Gallup poll indicates that 57 percent of
campus idiots don't read
The BG News. Do you?

action hurts
more than helps
AT ISSUE Does affirmative action help or insult
minorities trying to succeed in today's world?

I feel compelled to take this
opportunity to address a hot
topic that I am not "allowed" to
mention.
This means that certain social
norms and taboos must be broken through the course of this
column. Why. you might ask, am
I informally sanctioned by society for calling the pracdee of affir
mative action into question?
Simply put. because I am
white.
It seems unfair that I would
attack a system that developed as
a result of such harsh and obvious racial inequality such as our
country has faced in the past.
Nonetheless, here is the justification of my criticism.
You decide for yourself.
First, let us consider the terms
"inequality" and "racial inequality" in their respective contexts.
Inequality is a societal force; a
product of society as it is capitalistically structured.
A day spent in any sociology
class on campus should be
enough to convince even the
novice of this.
Social inequality is necessary
and functional to society. If
everyone in America worked at
McDonald's their entire lives; or,
conversely, became nuclear
physicists, we all would be in a
world of shit.
Stratified layers of socio-economic classes, not to mention
personal ambition, maintain
society as we know it.
The fundamental flaw, then,
that emanates from the left wing
liberal portion of the population
is the equivocation of the words
"inequality" and "racial inequality." They are of different origins
and are subject to different arenas.
Racial inequality is all but
nonexistent anymore. It used to
be predominant in society. No
longer! Affirmative action doesn't
help minorities. It hurts them in
every way.
Affirmative action is a
euphemism for reverse discrimination. There are agencies turning perfectly qualified applicants
down because they are "too
white."

TIM
JENNY
Opinion columnist
Yet they hire minority applicants who are less qualified in
order to meet their quotas.
How audaciously Marxist of
the Equal Opportunity
Employment Gommissioa
This commission hides behind
the word opportunity, but sanction companies are based on
outcome, not opportunity. The
headhunters go around to businesses making sun' that the
working minority population is
proportional to the surrounding
community. If oot, here is your
hefty fine!
That seems like a practice that
is based on equal outcome. I
would charge the EEOC with
adopting a new slogan — "From
one according to his ability, to
one according to his need."
Finally, there is a small but
vocal minority of very educated
black men and women who
detest affirmative action. They
consider it no less than an insult
to their integrity, intelligence and
a figurative slap in the face.
They look at the mask of the
limousine liberals in Congress
with contempt. These rich, old,
white guys who claim to be
humanists bettering the cause of
minorities in America do quite
the opposite.
"The black man Is too dumb
and lazy to do himself any good,
so I will pick up the slack for
them and they will call me their
savior for it."
Try telling that to Colin Powell,
or Allan Keyes, or Martin Luther
Kingjr.
Affirmative action undermines
the principle of achieved status
in society and puts it on par with
ascribed statuses.
I wouldn't want someone
whispering behind my back that
the only reason I was in a particular position was because of my
skin color. Would you?
Tim Jenny can be reached at
tjenny@bgnet.bgsv.edu
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Leader of drug cartel charged with slaying
EL PASO, Texas (AP) — The alleged leader of a powerful
Mexican drug cartel has been charged with killing 10
people, seven of whom were found dead last year at
ranch sites near a Mexican border city, the, istice
Department said Thursday.

NATION
Police comb beach
for buried mobsters
By Ttieo Emery
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

BOSTON — Police combed
through the sand of a city beach
for a second day Thursday after
finding human bones in a suspected mob burial site.
The remains of one person
were found in the course of a federal investigation into a gang
once headed by fugitive lames
"Whitey" Bulger and Stephen
"The Rifleman" Flemmi.
Bulger has been a fugitive
since 1995 and Flemmi has been
in prison awaiting trial on a
number of charges.
Boston newspapers, citing
anonymous sources, said police
were searching for one or more
victims of the gang after being
tipped off by a former Bulger
lieutenant turned government
informant.
The informant, Kevin Weeks,
led police earlier this year to
three bodies he said belonged to
victims of the gang

He admitted his involvement
in those killings, as well as in two
others he said were committed
in the 1980s, and was expected to
seek a reduced sentence in
exchange for his cooperation.
Relatives and friends of a
woman who disappeared in
1981 and was presumed to have
been killed by the mob waited at
the beach for police to identify
the remains.
Victor Davis, 35, a brother of
the woman, Debra Davis, said
that Sunday would be the 19th
anniversary of her disappearance.
He said police had confirmed
that they were looking for his sister.
"We are hoping that we can
put an end to this and this (turns
out to be) my sister," he said.
Michael Natola, an attorney
who is defending Flemmi in one
case, has said previously he
expects new charges to be filed at
some point against his client.

JUST BORN: An exhausted brown pelican hatchling rests in its struggle to free itself from its egg in a nest on a desolate island near
Bloodsworth Island, Md.

Island home to endangered pelicans
BylomStuckey
ASSOCIATED PRESS WHITER

NEAR
BLOODSWORTH
ISLAND, Md. — Seven young pelicans, squawking angrily al the
human intruders who have
invaded iheir desolate island, try
an end run around Dave Brinker.
Squatting near a chest-high
sail marsh elderberry, he grabs
rhe biggest bird and thrusts it
between his legs. "Grab the ring-

leader and you've got everything
covered." said Brinker, an ecologist with the Department of
Natural Resources.
Sure enough, the six remaining
pelicans mill about in noisy
protest, making no real effort to
escape, as Brinker and two
helpers attach a metal band to
one leg of each bird.
As recently as the 1970s, pelicans were on the federal endan-

gered species list, as their numbers plummeted because of the
negative effects of the pesticide
DDT. Small concentrations of the
pesticide that were ingested as
pelicans fed on fish caused them
to lay eggs with thin shells or
none at all.
With the banning of DDT, they
made a remarkable comeback.
Tilling nesting grounds in the
southeastern United States.

This is Blinker's third and final
visit this year to the northernmost colony of brown pelicans
on the Atiantic Coast. Their home
is a small narrow island, maybe a
quarter of a mile long, off the
southern tip of Dorchester
County near Bloodsworth Island.
Brinker keeps the name of the
island secret to protect the birds
from their only potential predators, human beings.

Associated Press Photo

BODY SEARCH: Massachusetts State Police Major Thomas Foley
talks with reporters.
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Heavy floods kill 100 in Southeast Asia
HANOI, Vietnam (AP) — Unprecedented Hoods have
killed nearly 100 |>eople across Southeast Asia —
including a teen-age boy who drowned Thursday in
front of the royal palacv in Cambodia as hundreds
watched from the riverbank. The floods have forced
600,000 people from their homes in Cambodia,

WORLD
West Nile virus
claims 8th victim
By Jack Katzenell
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
IHRUSALEM — Anxiety in
Israel was growing Thursday
after the West Nile virus killed its
eighth Victim this summer, and
hospital emergency rooms were
crowded with people who feared
Ihey had contracted the mosquito-borne disease.
In two do/i'ii towns in Israel's
hardest hit coastal plain, residents closed their windows this
week as machines belched forth
clouds of insecticide mixed with
diesel oil to wipe out the mosquitoes.

Associated Press Photo

EXPLOSION: An Indonesian firefighter faces a wall of smoke after an explosion Wednesday al the Jakarta Stock Exchange. At least seven
people were injured when an explosion rocked Jakarta's stock exchange, police said .

Ex-dictator sparks riots
By Geoff Spencer
ASS0CIA1E0 PRISS KlBirtH

JAKARTA.

Indonesia

—

'rotesters threw rocks and gasoine bombs Thursday aftei exliclalor Suharto failed to show
ip at his corruption trial for a sec>nd time and a court ordered
lew medical tests to verify
lefense claims that he is seriousyill.
Meanwhile.
speculation
mounted that supporters of the
ormer president in the mililary
night haw planted a car bomb
bat killed IS pc-ople on
Wednesday al the lakana Stock
ixchange.
The blast was the deadliest in a
.cries of unexplained bombings
bal have coincided with major
levelopments In the case against
iuharta
Juwono Sudarso, a former
lefense minister, said Suharto
oyalists in the mililary may have
aunched a terrorist campaign in
irder to block the trial.

"They may be implicated il
Suharto talks in coin I And thc\
are the ones who are the leasl
interested in having the trial
start," he said.
President
Abdurrahman
Wahid, whose grip on power has
been weakened In months ol
violence across tlie sprawling
Southeast
Asian
nation.
demanded thai police arrest suspects, regardless of theii position
"There are no sailed cows m
this country." Wahid said, according
lo
Cabinet
Secretary
Maisilam Sinianjuniak
Ollicials said they ueie ugln
eningsecurity around the head ol
slate, who has warned ol a ion
••piracy to cripple his \ear-old
government. Indonesia's most
democratic in more that' loui
dec.ules.
Atiornev tieneral \l.u/uki
Dariisinan said police conduct
nig inquires into the bombings
have had difficult) in investig.il
ing the military."

I'oliiesaul Wednesdays bomb
was triggered In the some mili
laiA'-lype explosive used in
anothei recent car bombing at
die Philippine ambassador's restilence. file latest blast set oil a
massive lire in die underground
parking lot of the stock exchange.
Hundreds of anti-Suharto
demonstrators clashed with
police and a sinallet group ol
suppoilcisotiliccx lllli.llOI .lllll
he tailed lo attend his [i lal loi the
second nine in two weeks
Officers find warning slmis and
leal gasgicnadesncai llieformel
Icadei s Inline
Dining the si'ssinn Suharto's
private doctoistokl thermal that
the 79-year-old ex-president,
who has siitleied llnee strokes.'
might die il suh|eclcd lo the ng
orsolatiial
Using overhead projections
ihey displayed scans ol his brain,
which lhe\ s.iiil hail been d till
aged Ir. It it- strokes leaving linn
frail and confused lie also suffers
lioir
hvpertension.
kidney

The BG News is
looking for...

stones, heart problems and diabetes
file next lineal to Ills health,
which could include any stressful
event, .vill worsen other previous
ailments,"
said
Teguh
Ranahkusuma, s .harto's top
phvsician 'flic next threat will
beiaiaL"
si.lie doctors disagreed and
pirsiiling judge lain \lariyun
apiKiillled a leaili ol doctors from
three universities as well as
Indonesia's medical association
.mil Health Ministry lo examine

Suharto and report itsflndingson
Vpt.L'H
lli also ordered Suharto to
attend that hearing, w Inch will lie
the dim! silli e the trial started on
Aug. 31.
Suharto niled Indonesia foi \2
years until violent demonstrations forced htm to quil in 1998.
Me is charged with skimming oil
S583 million in state money to
bankroll the business empires ol
Ins family and cioiiies. lie has
ili-ninl am wrongdoing,

In SOUthem Israel, 3,300 geese
weie destroyed at a form after
some of the birds died of the disease There were minor outbreaks among geese al other
farms but no wholesale slaughter.
Most flix'ks have been vaccinated against the virus, said Dr.
(Wed N'ii. chief veterinarian at
the Ministry of Agriculture. "This
is not like last war's outbreak ill
the \ii us in New Yoi k w here ihey
had i lows falling out of the sky,"

Mr said.
There was little chance the
Outbreaks in New York and Istael
were connected, officials said.
The urns was probably brought
10 Israel by wild birds migrating
from I innpc to Alrica, said Dr.
Alex Leventhal, the Health
Ministry's director of public
health.
Concerned by the cases in
Israel, neighboring Ionian asked
hospitals and clinics throughout
the kingdom lo notify the I lealth

Ministry if any cases were detected.
Eight people in Israel have
died ibis summer, and 120 more
have contracted the disease. The
latest victim was Nunl GurwitZ,
54, from Uishon LezJon, south of
lei Aviv, who was hospitalized
two weeks ago and died
Wednesday
Gurwitz' family was only
informed a few hours before her
death thai she bad contracted
the illness, said her husband,
Slilomo. suggesting that his wife
did nol received the proper treatment from the start The hospital
denied the allegations.
In a sign ol growing anxiety,
hospital emergency rooms were
crowded with people with mild

influenza who thought they nad
the West Nile virus, which can be
deadly for patients with a weak
immune system.
"We calm them down and
send them home, but more keep
coming," said Dr. Motte Ravid,
director of internal medicine at a
hospital in Kfar Sava.
Most cases were dhgnoscd in
Israel's coastal plan, where
many migratory birds rest after
long flights. None were in
lerusalem, which is in the hills.
"The birds don't stop in
lerusalem and there are fewer
mosquitoes there," Leventhal
said.
He said the number of cases
does not in itself constitute an
epi' leniic, but that nobody could
tell how many mild or undetected cases there were. "It could lx'
the tip of the iceberg," he said.
The \inis has been known in
Israel for decades. Outbreaks
were recorded among Israeli soldiers In the 1950s and 1980s.
Fifteen percent of Israelis have
antibodies against the "virus,
indicating they had il in die past.
All the wild birds tested in Israel's
national parks carry the antibodies, I I'venthal said.
West Nile vims was first Identified in the West Nile District of
Uganda in 1937 and is present in
East Africa, southwest Asia and
Europe in humans, il can cause
fatal encephalitis — an inflammation of the spinal cord and

brain.
last year, the first U.S. case of
West Nile viras was reported in
late August, and a total cf seven
people in the New York City area
died and K2 were infected There
have been no deaths in the
United States this year.
The Israeli Health Ministry has
urged local authorities ;o spray
stagnant water, drains and sewers with insecticide and asked
the public to use insect repellent.
The government has been
accused of not reacting quickly
enough to the outbreak. The
Association of l/ical Authorities
demanded a free hand to use the
dusting machines in every city,
but the Environment Ministry
refused and dusting could only
be used in areas where people or
animals had contracted the disease.
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The BGSU Women's
Volleyball Invitational
BGSU Invitational
Match Schedule

♦All Matches Played In Anderson Arena*

4/* H©@!

Dance Team
Tryouts!!!

Friday, Sep. 15
Ill.-Chicago vs. IUPUI @ 5 pm
FALCONS vs. Evansville @ 7 pm
Saturday, Sep. 16
Ill.-Chicago vs. Evansville @ 10 am
FALCONS vs. IUPUI @ 12:30pm
Evansville vs. IUPUI @ 4 pm
FALCONS vs. III. -Chicago @ 7pm

VIRUS PROTECTION: An Israeli municipality worker tows an antimosquito duster east ol fel Aviv Wednesday.

Watch The Falcons
Battle With The Best
Teams In The Midwest!

Students Admitted FREE w/ I.D.!

i • J^ Interested in joining the
BGSU Dance Team?
Anyone may attend...
no experience necessary.
Mandatory meetingSunday, September 17'nat 6:00 PM
in RM 102 Eppler Center.
All questions will be answered there.

NURSE BETTY: Film
critic Jeff McGinnis
says that "Nurse
Betty" is a confused,
but interesting film.
Also Dan Nied reviews
the new Barenaked
Ladies CD, Maroon.
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An open letter to Dave
Matthews
USA
BETTINGER
NOW Writer
Dear Mr. Matthews,
I would like to thank you for
one of your acts of kindness. On
labor Day weekend you proved
why nice guys can finish first. In
case you do not remember the
fan encounter, allow me to reteU
the story.
My family was in Nashville for
a weekend trip. I was not able to
attend because I'm sure my
instructors wanted me to miss
class on the first week of school.
As I was told, you were in a mall
buying shoes. My family, in a
bookstore across the way, saw
that you were in the area After
two other fans had entered the
bookstore to gush about you, my
mother and sister decided to take
some action. It's not everyday
you see Dave Matthews in a
shopping mall.
My mother, the brave and
rather crazy woman that she can
be, came up to you. I guess she
filled you in about her daughter.
She told you about TheBG News.
and about the work I do for my
pen pal's band. I feel rather
embarrassed by that, but then
again she wasn't telling you baby
stories either.
I had just come in the door
from my shift at my job when the
phone rang It's Mom telling me
about who she had just met.
After joking about how much I
hated her, we got to some smaU
talk about what was going on
here.
"Excuse me, Sir," my Mom
says. What happened next I will
never forget. She handed you my
sister's cellular phone and you
were nice enough to say hello.
All I could think is "Holy s~
Dave just said my name." All i
could say was "Oh my God." All
of my professionalism went out
the door with my intelligence.
But I guess you had given the
phone back to my mother so I
guess it was OK.
The autograph you gave me is
now in a frame by my bed. I now
thank God that I had given my
parents a list of CD's that I was
looking for and some that I
already had. If it weren't for that
paper, I would not have any
proof of this happening
I can't think of many artists
who would put up with this. I live
with my Mom and I can only
imagine how she must have
been. But then again, she was
thinking about her daughter
back home. You did not have to
talk to this blubbering idiot on
the phone, but you did.
We live in a time when some
entertainers blow off and offend
the very fans that put them
where they are. I know that I
would not want to run into
Eminem in public, let alone ask
him for a simple autograph. I
know that I will never see
Fishbone again after the verbal
abuse they hurled at a Pine
Knobb crowd.
Sometimes we as fans do not
show the love either. Oasis were
pelted with hordes at a show by
some of the same fans who paid
for tickets. It was so bad that they
were not able to play. Some fans
also have a tendency to walk
away from an artist when they
are at a low point.
You did not have to be so nice,
but you were. You did not have to
talk to me on the cell phone, but
you did. I was a fan before, but 1
now have a much deeper respect
for you. It's little things like this
that keep your fans loyal. I'm not
saying that everyone should
hound you in a shopping mall,
but you were nice and polite
through the whole thing
Hopefully someday I will be able
to return the favor. And I promise
that if our paths ever do cross
again, 1 promise that I will say a
lot niore than "Oh mf God."

WITH WFAL AND WBGU
Michael Lehmkuhle
BGNews

WFAL Eric
Cochran cohosts an evening
show with Kevin
Stone. Joining
them are Aaron
Helton and
Jessica Payne.

WBGU and WFAL DJs offer
the campus a diverse selection
ofmusic and programming
Faigenbaum said.
4. What does this year's programming
look like?
WFAL Unsure, as the station is still
They are both on-campus radio stations broadcasting in Bowling Green. looking for new DJs. "We've got a lot of
They both feature a variety of music not morning shows open, and Sunday
heard, typically, on modern "popular" shows, our 'theme' shows," Bowditch
said. Interested potenradio stations, and featial DJs can contact the
ture unique & colorul
station's office at 372DJs. They both operate
"We are a non8658, or call the request
out of the same office in
commercial,
indeline at 372-2418.
West Hall.
pendent radio staWBGU: Punk, metal,
Hard to believe that
ska, indie rock, techno
some people would get
tion
...we
play
& electronica, hip-hop,
WFAL-AMandWBGUunderredpresented reggae, jazz...all that
FM confused with each
more. "We have a
other, isn't it?
music that doesn't and
really wide variety of
But despite their
get airplay on
programming. There's
similarities, these two
something to appeal to
campus radio institucommerical staeveryone in one way or
tions are quite different
tions."
another," Faigenbaum
from each other in
said.
many ways. And so, as a
LISA FAIGENBAUM, WBGU
5. What cool stuff is
primer on diese differgoing on?
ences, NOW presents:
WFAL Lots of events, including the
WFAL vs. WBGU: A Comparison
station giving away tickets to the Agora
1. Where are they broadcast?
WFAL 1610 AM. Also can be heard on concert hall in Cleveland and the
Newport concert hall on the campus of
Wood Cable channel 7.
Ohio State. (For info on these shows,
WBGU:88.1FM.
2. How long has the station been run- contact the station at the above numbers.)
ning?
WBGU: The big news is that the station
WFAL Since 1970. "It started in a student's dorm room. It was a pirated radio just signed with nibblebox.com, a
station," said Kelli Bowditch, co- streaming audio website which will allow
surfers to listen to WBGU programming
Programming Director for WFAL
WBGU: Since the late 1940s. "It actual- all over the world via the internet. "Vie
ly started through BG Radio sports, and it also sponsor some shows in town,
grew into what it is today," said Lisa including the show this Friday at
Faigenbaum, WBGU's Programming Easystreet with Paris Texas, Hey
Mercedes, Aloha, and Joan of Arc,"
Director.
Faigenbaum said.
3. What type of stuff do they run?
6. Differences between them and the
WFAL Mainly modern rock.
"Definently college rock, stuff you don't other station?
WFAL "Our format is completely difhear on everyday radio," Bowditch said.
WBGU: "We are a non-commercial, ferent. We're more set up like a regular
independent radio station...we play radio station, whereas (WBGU) have
underrepresented music that doesn* get block hours, like the rock hour or the jazz
airplay on commercial stations," hour. We're basically modem rock 24/7,"
ByJeffMcttlfe

NOW WRITER

Michael Lehmkuhle BG News

WBGU: DJ Andrew Panagi hosts Warped iiWwith friends Mike Bafcyak and

said Alicia Day, concert director for
WFAL
WBGU: "We are FCC licensed, whereas they are not. We broadcast at a 1,000
watts, which basically means we broadcast in a 20 mile radius...whereas WFAL
broadcasts on the cable station and you
can only pick them up in like a one mile
radius from the station. We are also noncommercial, and they are a commercial
station," Faigenbaum said.
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7. What can students look forward to
most from the station?
WFAL "A lot of good humor, upbeat
DJs, and a wide variety of music - stuff
they'U be hearing on major radio in six
months," Kelli Bowditch said.
WBGU: "We play underrepresented
music, and that's what we're about. We
give bands that don't have a very high visibility a chance to be heard on the airwaves," Faigenbaum said.

f
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'DeMented' is sick, subversive fun Violent 'Gun' almost misfires
lames Eldred
MOW WRITER

John Waters is a sick, sick
man. but if you've seen any of
his movies you already knew
that. If you haven'l here's a
quick summary of his past work.
In "Serial Mom" a psycho
housewife warns to kill those
who wear white after Labor
Day. "Pink Flamingos" featured
Divine the drag queen eat a
steaming pile of you-knowwhat, and. in an ultimate example of bad taste, he had Ricki
Lake star in "Hairspray." Now,
he takes his bad taste-filmmaking and points it at Hollywood
with "Cecil B. DeMented." a
disgusting and hilarious look at
Hollywood movies.
The film stars Melanie
Griffith as Honey Whitlock. a
snobby Hollywood star who
been treading water in one
mediocre Hollywood film after
another. At the premiere of her
latest film, "Some Kind of
Happiness," she is kidnapped by
a radical group of Guerilla filmmakers, who are headed by the
aptly
named
Cecil
B.
DeMented. Cecil is out to make
the ultimate underground film,
and he wants Honey to be its

star. Cecil's not an easy director
to work for either. He makes his
entire cast and crew abstain
from sex during filmmaking, as
to direct their sexual energy on
to the screen. He also believes in
"ultimate real" filmmaking,
which translates into real bullets, real explosions, real people
being terrorized and real death.
Cecil and his crew of psychos, which include an ex-pornstar and a drug addict who's
addicted to everything from
Acid to Special K, travel the
streets of Baltimore, terrorizing
movie-theaters and visiting
Hollywood execs.
Together,
they shoot-up a theater showing
a director's cut of "Patch
Adams," assault a multiplex
showing family films and much,
much more.
"Cecil B. DeMented" is one
of those films that simply uses
its plot to push a message into
the faces of its viewers, and the
message
here
is
simple:
Hollywood sucks. Waters is
attacking everything about the
Hollywood movie-making system, sequels, remade foreignfilms, the death of independent
cinema, it's all here in glorious
John Waters glory. Scenes
destroying mainstream cinema

arc spiked with sex, drugs and
violence. Cecil's film doesn't
really have a plot, just a loose
narrative to allow scenes of
massive destruction.
Waters forte has always been
gross-out humor and sexual perversity, and while they're here
in spades, a surprising amount
of the films humor is drawn
from witty observations about
film, not disgusting sex scenes.
Throughout the film. Cecil and
his chronics almost talk directly
to the screen, delivering humorous jokes about people who
liked the remake of "Godzilla"
and the idea that family film is
just another word for censorship.
The downside to a film that is
fueled by its message and its
jokes is that if the message
becomes clouded or the jokes
less than stellar, then the film
lags. A scene at a party for
Hollywood executives gets
clouded in its own message, and
for a while it's no longer funny
or poignet. Luckily, moments
like this are few and far
between. "Cecil B. DeMented"
is a sick and disturbing attack of
the maistream. and should be
required viewing for Film
Majors.

hear a conversation about a surrogate mother living with a rich
family, and hatch a plot to kidnap her and hold her for ransom.
The job goes off., well...not
quite as planned, but in the end,
they get the girl (named Robin
and played by Juliette Lewis)
and set their plan in motion.
The plan is not as easy as it
sounds. It turns out that the family Robin is carrying the child
for is no ordinary rich family the father. Hale (Scott Wilson) is
a crime boss of sorts, I think (I
never really caught what he did),
and has a lot of influence and a
large crew of men behind him.
including a tough pair of bodyguards and an old-time "bagman" (James Caan) who he
promptly sends on their trail.
And so it goes, with Parker and
Longbaugh trying to deal with
both the complications of traveling with a pregnant woman and
having a lot of people on their
trail.
The film is interesting in the
way it sets up a lot of different
characters, but doesn't really
make them individuals. The two
kidnappers could be interesting
guys, but we've barely met them
once they do the kidnapping, and
from there the film is long on
incident and short on character.
Lewis is intriguing as Robin,
giving the best performance in
the movie, but the character is
somehow less engaging than she
should be. The surrogate parents
do little but sit in their home and
direct traffic, and the bodyguards just kinda stalk around,
showing little emotion.
And we get complications
and twists in the plot, not all of
which arc all that surprising, and

Jeff McGinrns
NOW WRITER

My immediate reaction to
'The Way of the Gun" is to say
that I think I need to see the film
again. Not because it was particularly good, though it is a good
film, nor because I didn't understand the plot, because I got
everything (I think). I need to
see it again to determine exactly
how I feel about it.
The movie played, I sat and
watched, and when it was over, I
was hard pressed to figure out
what I felt about its story and
characters. There are no real
heroes or villains, a lot of stuff
happens, there's a lot of violence
and a big shootout, and then it
stops. First word that came to
mind in the theater: "Huh?"
Maybe that's the son of reaction Christopher McQuarrie, the
writer and director, wanted to
instill. I'm not sure. McQuarrie
won an Academy Award for cowriting the grandly entertaining
'The Usual Suspects." and here
he covers a lot of the same sort
of ground, only without the big
surprise at the end to tie everything together. The result is a
good and interesting film, but
not an entirely satisfying one.
The movie's lead characters
arc a pair of criminals who arc
referred to by name only once, I
think: Mr. Parker (played by
Ryan
Phillippe)
and
Mr.
Longbaugh (played by Bcnicio
nonetheless, as you
hear the Del Toro). They are a couple of
Sims laugh, yelp, and even bark guys who "'stepped off the path"
of life and are now trying to live
under the covers.
self-sufficiently.
Another fun addition with completely
"Livin" Large" is the inclusion of earning money by donating
the 5 new career tracks. They semen in an odd early scene.
can now be paranormal workers, While at the office, (hey overhackers, musicians, and professional slackers, the Slacker track
is 6 hours a day.
communication its our goal.
Of course, this is just an
help
us
achieve It by letting us Know what
expansion pack, so all of the
you think.
annoying problems that were in
"The Sims" aren't fixed here.
www.bgnevfs.com
The game still runs insanely
slow on all but the fastest
machines and sometimes runs
even slower with the new highregister to vote.
quality animations in place.
If you liked "Sims" then
2000 elections are coming soon.
you'll love "Livin" Large" and
it's seemingly endless additions.
Play it for the new career tracks,
or play it for the new items, but
at least play it so you can create
ct line is available to you 24 hours
hot lesbians that make out nonand will answer any of your questions.
stop and spend their days playing in a hot tub..naked.

'Livin Large' with Sims expansion pack
by James Eldred
NOW WRITER

With the release of the
"Livin' Large" expansion pack,
Maxis has made "The Sims" an
even weirder and more addictive
gaming experience.
In "The Sims" you were
given complete control over a
set of families in a neighborhood, deciding everything for
them, their names, where they
lived and worked, even when
they used (or didn't use) the
bathroom, and this doesn't
change in "Livin' Large." With
the only exception of having up
to five neighborhoods instead of
one. there are no real gameplay
changes, jut stylistic ones.
"Livin' Large" mainly just offers
more of the same, but that's not
necessarily a bad thing.
The most obvious additions
to the game are the new items
available for your Sims, as well
as the new building styles. Want
your Sims to live in a castle?

Now they can, complete with
gargoyles, cold brick walls and
luscious wall-tapestries. There's
also tacky art-deco and "home of
the future" decors available,
with such additions as leopardskin rugs. 60"s style curved windows and psychedelic pot-leavctiled floors.
Complementing the new
building styles are the 125 new
items ranging from bear-skin
rugs and tiki-torches to electric
guitars and jukeboxes. One of
the most interesting inclusions is
the Magic Lantern. Clean it. and
a Genie pops out. ready to grant
you a wish. Be forewarned more
often than not he does more
harm than good; one time he set
my Sim's bed on fire, while his
wife was in it.
A hilarious new item is the
Vibromatic Heart Bed. which
allows your Sims the option to
"play in bed." Why they need a
vibrating bed to do this is
beyond me, but it's entertaining

SENIOR PICTURES
HERE ALL WEEK!

372-2445

not all of which really go anywhere. When we learn of the
relationship between a young
doctor who tends to Robin and
Hale, we aren't that surprised.
When we learn of the relationship between Robin and the doctor, we aren't that surprised.
There is a relationship in the film
that does come as a surprise, but
in the end, it really doesn't have
that much of an impact on the
story.
On the plus side, the movie
has a lot of great dialogue
(McQuarrie is good at gritty, yet
realistic words), and it's directed
with a lot of energy. The film is
very watchable, and I enjoyed it
as it was happening, with lots of
entertaining sidebars and subtle
moments that are quite good.
(When Caan calls an old associate named Abncr (Geoffrey
Lewis), for example, we arc
treated to the unusual sight of
him playing a solo game of
Russian roulette with six pistols.)
If my praise of the film comes
off as less-than-cnthusiastic. it's
because I still am not sure what
my reaction is to its story. None
of the characters are particularly
interesting as individuals, nor
sympathetic enough to make me
care. The story is simple enough
to grasp, but complex enough
that I'm not sure I understand
why every character does what
they do (why DOES that last big
shootout happen?). The dialogue
is well-done, the direction is
interesting, and the film is a
worthwhile experience. I'm just
not sure what to make of it - yet.
"Could I have one more ticket
for The Way of the Gun."
please?"

did you know....

19% of
Blockbuster
video's revenue
comes from
overdue fees.
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Barenaked truth about BNL's Maroon

Barenaked Ladies
Maroon (2000)
Reprise Records
GRADE: B+
When a band is around for
Ihe better part of a decade,
change is inevitable. It's how
gracefully and subtlety a band

goes about that change that
proves their credibility.
By putting a country, lounge
and broadway musical song in
the middle of their fifth studio
album. Maroon, the Barenaked
Ladies are proving that they
embrace the inevitable musical
evolution with open arms. And,
by adding old-style BNL tunes
like "Off the Hook" and "Never
Do Anything." The subtlety is
prominent.
All in all Maroon is a triumphant record that oozes the
best of past, current and future
BNL albums. The opening track,
'Too Little too Late" combines
the simplicity and paradoxical
lyrics that make this band fun to
deconstruct.
Like any album for a middleaged band, the experimentation
is a big part of Maroon.
Conventioneers is a poppy
impression of a lounge act, com-

plete with breathy vocals from
singer Steven Page and a jazzy
bassline.
"Go Home" sounds like the
Canadian pop band took a trip
down to San Antonio to learn
the musical ways of Texas. The
Southern twang works surprisingly well in an old-fashioned
ode to a woman.
"Sell. Sell. Sell" is the only
track on the album that doesn't
work. It's strong, but awkward
inflections make BNL seem out
of their league.
Lyrically, this could be
Page's most poignant effort yet.
"Helicopters" details an epic
account of a high school
bombed in war. It's the kind of
dark issue that only the
Barenaked ladies could pull off.
Despite a title that most will
Maroon could take its place
snicker at licentiously,
among 1998's Slum and 1992's probably
the contemporary jazz combo's
Gordon as classic BNL albums. seventh album Yes. please!, is
-Dan Nied

Fourplay
Yes, Please (2000)
Warner Bros.
GRADE: B

'Watcher' worth looking into
ByJeff McUinnis
MO* WBHER

You know, serial killers are
all the rage in movies these days.
You apparently just aren't a suitable villain in a thriller unless
you've killed at least 10 or IS
people by the time the movie
opens. Just a few short weeks
ago, we got 'The Cell," which
featured vast, imaginary vistas
inside a sadistic killer's mind.
And now, here's 'The Watcher,"
with Keanu Reeves as a mass
murderer who enjoys toying
with the cop on his trail. One can
only wonder if the trend will
continue after the return of the
all-time champion of the genre Hannibal Lecter - next spring.
But, I digress. 'The Watcher"
is an okay mainstream thriller,
with few real surprises and not
much originality, but overall it's
well-made and entertaining, with
good performances from its cast.
Director Joe Charbanic puts
together an efficient, energetic
thriller, though his story begins
to fail him toward the end. It
might be a good thing the movie
ends fairly abruptly - it may not
have had the energy to do much
more.
The movie stars James
Spader as Jack Campbell, an exFBI agent who pursued a serial
killer (called by his alias,
"Griffin." and played by Keanu
Reeves) for years, failing in his
quest, descending into depression and substance abuse, and
ultimately retiring to Chicago.
As the film opens, he's relating
the story of the killer to a psychiatrist (Marisa Tomei), who
asks if he blames himself for the
killings. "No. I blame the person
who did them," Campbell
answers, only somewhat convincingly.
Soon, Campbell begins to
receive photographs in the mail
of young women, all of whom

Byieft McGinnts

have recently been killed in the
Chicago area. Griffin calls
Campbell and tells him that he
missed his pursuer, and so he's
now in Chicago. The deal is simple: he'll send Campbell a picture in the morning, and
Campbell has until 9 p.m. to find
its subject. Fail, and they're
dead. Campbell immediately
goes to the local police with the
information, and joins them in
their pursuit of Griffin.
The sequences of the police
attempting to locate the pictured
women are the bread and butter
of the movie, and they are done
quite well. The film generates
real suspense as the cops and
Campbell try to piece together
every clue in the photo,
announce and show the picture
on television, and track down
every lead, all with the clock
constantly ticking. It's a gimmicky plot device, to be sure, but
it's an effective gimmick, and it
makes for some involving
sequences.
The main story of the film is

fairly straightforward and predictable, with the killer and
Campbell having a "history" that
is gradually revealed, and we get
the big final showdown, and so
forth. Doesn't take much to
guess that the psychiatrist gets
involved somehow, if only
because it costs a lot of money to
hire Marisa Tomei and we have
to use her for SOMETHING.
No, this isn't a great thriller,
but it's well-made and acted,
especially by Spader, who carries the film well and provides a
good centerpiece to the action.
The film takes no steps that can't
be seen a few miles up the road,
has a few cheesy moments and
isn't as scary or as suspenseful
as it could have been. But for
what it is. it's a decent flick, and
makes for an okay trip to the
multiplex.
But if "The Cell" is playing,
see that one instead. Vincent
D'onofrio has got it all over
Keanu Reeves in the psycho
department.

Joan of Arc to play Easystreet
MHfeM

DOH WRITER

Joan oT Arc will stop in
Bowling Green tonight for a
WBGU-sponsered show at the
Easystreet Cafe.
Although the name Joan of
Arc brings to mind the famous
saint or the really bad movie
starring Milla Jovovich, when
you see Joan of Arc tonight
you'll see three guys playing
music. Rather than defending the
rights of Catholics, this Joan of
Arc will be taking a stand
against bad music.

The
Chicago-based
rock/punk trio are touring to
support The Gap, a new album
to be released next week.
Joan of Arc's sound has been
described by the All MusicGuide as a blend of rock atmospherics and punk's volume and
dynamics.
The band has been compared
to another popular Chicago cult
band. Cap'n Jazz. This comes as
no surprise considering the fact
that one Joan of Arc member.
Tim Kinsella, was once a part of
the now defunct Cap'n Jazz.
Joan of Arc released its debut

CD. A Portable Model Of. in
1997. According to imusic.com.
critics called the album a creative masterpiece of subliminal
artistry.
Its most recent effort. Live in
Chicago. 1999, was released at
the beginning of the year.
Joan of Arc will most likely
gain some new fans tonight at
Easystreet. Three other bands,
including Paris Texas, BG
natives Aloha and Hey Mercedes
(formerly Braid) are scheduled
to also appear at tonight's show
at Easystreet. The cover charge
is $5.

"Nurse Betty" opens with
some charming human comedy
that is both good-natured and
funny. It seems to set a whimsical and light-hearted tone for the
rest of the movie. And then,
about IS minutes into the film,
the lead character's husband has
his scalp cut off and is shot dead
in his own home.
The startling violence of this
scene jolted me. I have no problem with film violence in and of
itself, but there was nothing in
this film's setup that clued me in
that I should expect it. As such,
the charm the film had built up
was totally destroyed, and. in my
eyes, was never fully recovered.
The tone of "Nurse Betty" is
odd Much of the film is seemingly intended as light-hearted
comedy, but every so often we
get a burst of violence that
undermines everything. I'm not
sure why, but this really bothered me. If you're gonna make a
dark comedy, make a dark comedy. If you're going for lighter
material, go there. Don't try to
haphazardly mix the two - it just
feels wrong.
Added to the problem is the
fact that the lead character just
isn't funny. Betty (Renee
Zellweger) is a die-hard soap fan
who. through an acute form of
trauma, thinks that the soap
opera character she's fallen in
love with is real, and goes to find
him. I liked her because she was
nice, but also pitied her because
she was very sick and needed
help. As a result, I could not
laugh at her - it almost felt like
cruelty. I don't think that's how
one is supposed to react at a
comedy.
The plot: Betty is a waitress
in a small Kansas town. She

numcroiii mortal mistresses,

hut also was a lover of hovs.
Ganymede, most beautiful of

mortals. triflCC of the Trojan
royal house is one hoy that
/ins tell in love with, /eus's
wife Hera, knew Zeus was
committing adultery; however, she tolerates his wrongful
acts since adultery is a great
threat to inheritance of rank
and properly.

loves a soap opera named "A
Reason To Love." I mean, really
loves it. As in. she can pour
refills for her customers while
not even taking her eyes off the
screen. She is infatuated with the
soap's lead character, a handsome doctor named David
Ravelle (played by Greg
Kinnear), a fact teased by her
fellow employees, who celebrate
her birthday by giving her a big
cardboard cut-out of the doctor.
She's married to a loser car dealer who mocks her soaps and eats
her birthday cupcake.
Then, one night he invites a
father/son pair of "businessmen"
into her home (played by
Morgan Freeman & Chris
Rock), trying to sell some "merchandise" they stole from somewhere. The deal goes really
wrong and the pair kills him in
the gruesome way described
above. Betty is hiding in another
room and sees the whole thing,
and it causes her mind to snap,
deleting the murder from her
memory and causing her to think
that "Reason to Love" is real,
and that Dr. Ravelle is an old
flame she can rekindle.
And so, oblivious to her husband's death, she takes off for
L.A., where the soap is located.
The pair of criminals, learning
that she saw the whole thing,
take off after, searching for her. I
found the movie's handling of
these two particularly odd.
Freeman is a great actor, and
Rock stands alone as the funniest man on the planet, but they
just can't make their material
work. Freeman's character falls
in love with Betty during the
search, making her his object of
fantasy, like Dr. Ravelle is to
Betty. The symbolism is interesting, but Freeman is either playing the role too sympathetically
(since he's a cold-blooded killer)
/"—S^

- Erin Carver

or not sympathetically enough
(since he's not really a villain)
and message is muddled as a
result. Rock, too, seems lackluster compared to his best work.
Once Betty gets out to L.A..
the film really begins missing
the mark. She gets a job as a
nurse, utilizing all the things she
learned from watching the show.
She gets an apartment with
another woman, who tries to
help her find this Dr. Ravelle.
She finally meets the actor who
plays Ravelle. and. thinking that
she's undertaking a bizarre form
of auditioning, he plays along
with her.
This should all be funny,
right? Well, it's not. Odd - the
film has such promise and great
performers, but it never seems to
quite get off the ground. As said,
the tone is a problem, as we're
on the dividing line between
light & dark comedy, and it
makes everything really uncomfortable. It doesn't help that
there are more than a fair share
of idiots among the cast of characters, like the police chief back
in Betty's hometown ("I'm the
law. 1 ain't gotta do nothing.")
and a lot of Ravelle's fellow
actors, who somehow buy into
the notion that this poor, sick
woman is just playing a role.
The film was directed by Neil
LaBute. who earned rave
reviews and great acclaim for his
film "In the Company of Men."
Here. LaBute is at the helm of a
project with great actors and an
interesting premise, but somehow it just didn't gel for me. I
think it would have helped if he
had decided early on what kind
of tone he wanted to establish for
this film, and stuck to it. Instead,
when we hit that first grisly
scene. I got thrown off the track,
and try as I might. I never quite
got back aboard.
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Freshly Popped
Popcorn Daily!
Zens, <.ml of I he Sky, was
known as a very pernicious
God who svdiictil not only

quite ironic, given the title.)
Harvey Mason (percussion.)
Bob James (piano.) and Larry
Carlton (guitar) are also highly
creative musicians in their
respective fields. They seem to
play really well as a combination, and each player gets a
chance to have his voice, so to
speak, come through on the
songs that he brings to the table.
This album would be great
music to accompany something
else going on. say for instance a
candle-lit dinner. Better yet. it
would go great in a situation like
that scene from Animal House
when Otter takes the dean's wife
up to his, ahem, "booty bunker."
It's tough just to listen to on it's
own. unless you really like contemporary jazz .and I don't. But
otherwise, it's great background
music.

Contrasting tone
faults 'Nurse Betty'
NOW WRITER

Photo Provided
WATCH OUT— The devilishly hansome Keanu Reeves stalks his prey
in Joe Charbanlc's "The Watcher," co-starring James Spader.

actually intriguing. Even though
there are a few songs, such as the
album's opener "Free Range."
that sound like music from the
local forecast on the Weather
Channel, some like "Save Some
Love for Me," "Fortress" and "A
Little Fourplay." are more
instrumentally intricate and
show definite groove potential.
(Did I really just say that?)
Fourplay's style is very
smooth and sultry. Their sound
is comparable to some of the
best slow grooves of Rhythm &
Blues. Chante Moore's vocals
bring a nice richness to "Save
Some Love for Me" as do
Sheree's on "A Little Fourplay."
It's clear that all of these
musicians are extremely talented. Bassist and vocalist Nathan
East has performed with such
illustrious names as Sting, Stevie
Wonder, Eric Clapton and even
President Clinton. (Hmm. that's

OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENT CENTER
Ground Floor Moseley Hall
Monday-Friday
beginning at 11am
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TICKETS ONLY $15
JIT STUDENTS ONLY $1)

50C donation for the Barbara Y. Keller
Scholarship benefitting Commuter &
Off-Campus Students

SEPTEMBER 27 • 8PM

SAVAGE HALL
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BG SPORTS
Men's tennis

FRIDAY

9/15-9/17
At Butler Invitational/ All day

September 15,
2000

Volleyball
9/15-9/16
Anderson Arena/7 p.m. (9/15).
12:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. (9/16)

BOWING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Cross Country
9/16
Mel Brodt Invitational
10:30 a.m. (women)
11:15 a.m. (men)

Football
9/16
At Temple/ 6 p.m.

Women's golf
9/16-9/17
At Michigan Invitational. All day

Rugby
9/17
College Park Field/ 1 p.m.

Tribe to
play two
teams in
one day?
By Tom Withers
ASSOCIATED PFItSS

CLEVELAND — Ever see three
teams play two games in one
ballpark on the same day?
You just might.
Baseball is exploring the possibility of the Cleveland Indians
playing a day-night doubleheader on Sept. 25 — an afternoon
game against the Chicago White
Sox as a makeup, and the scheduled night game against the
Minnesota Twins.
"How would they do that?"
Indians pitcher Dave Burba said
Thursday. "That's kind of cramming things in. isn't it?"
Maybe. But baseball is trying to
avoid an even bigger mess at the
end of the regular season.
Last Sunday, the Indians and
White Sox had their series finale
at Jacobs Field postponed by rail i.
The game hasn't been rescheduled, and the Indians, who only
had one other off day the rest of
the regular season, announced
that the game would only be
played if it had a bearing on the
playoff race.
However, Cleveland has been
contacted by baseball about
making it up on Sept. 25. The
first-place White Sox are off that
day and the Indians have a
scheduled night game with the
Twins.
"We're looking at possibilities,''
said Katy Feeney. the baseball
official in charge of scheduling.
"We're looking at some way to
play it before the end of the season. Obviously, it involves the
players' association, the teams
and major league baseball."
Elias Sports. Bureau was
researching whether there had
ever been a similar triple-team,
doubleheader.
The Indians, who are already
scheduled to play back-to-back
do'ibleheaders at Fenway Park,
del want anything to do with a
third twinbill.
" Well be coming off a grueling
road trip." general manager John
Han said. "From our standpoint,
it doesn't make sense at all. It
would be complete chaos for
them to come in here and play
thai game."
Hart said he polled many of the
Indians players and none of them
are very happy about having to
make the game up unless they
liave to.
"I've heard about it, but I don't
think many of the guys have,"
third baseman Travis Fryman
said. "We have a lot more on our
minds right now."
Hart has his doubts that the
players' association would
approve playing such a game,
and he's made it clear the Indians
aren't in favor of it either.
"We asked all the questions,"
Hart said. "We'll do it if we're told
to do it."
There's another reason the
concept isn't catching on in
Cleveland. There would be a
chance the White Sox could
clinch the AL Central with a win
at Jacobs Field, snapping the
Indians' five-year run atop the
division.
"That doesn't strike a fancy
with me." Burba said.

PHILADELPHIA
FREEDOM?

Falcon football heads to Philadelphia tomorrow to take on Temple in thier last non-conference test
ByDanNied
ASSISTANt SP0RIS EDITOR

Is it the final test before the
Mid-American Conference season opens next week at Buffalo?
Or is it one last chance at
respectability in the non-conference schedule?
Either way, when the Bowling
Green football team travels to
Philadelphia tomorrow to take
on Temple, they'll be fighting a
battle they won't want to lose. At
0-2, the Falcons have already
seen their share of dissapointments this season, a half-hearted
game against Pitt last week, a
blowout by Michigan a week
before.
They've seen injuries, receiver
Kurt Gerling is out for this week
and for god knows how long,
with a broken collarbone.
Gerling's fill in as the number one
receiver. Aaron Alexander is still
in pain from a preseason knee
injury. So now. Falcon quarterback Andy Sahm is left with a
receiving core of junior college
transfer David Bautista and
freshman Andre Pincham.
"There is no question we're a
lot more limited without Gerling
and Alexander," said head coach
Gary Blackney. "We are trying to
work in a junior college guy, who
has only played in two games in
his whole division I career."
The offensive line has been
banged up. losing center Mike
Mazur for much of the Pitt game.
Bowling Green (0-1)
at Temple (1-1)
6 p.m. Saturday.
At Veterans Stadium
Radio: 88.1 F.M.
WBGU
With Matt Bryan and
Andy Barch.
Falcon House
Countdown: 5 p.m.

BG/ Temple: A
Comparison
Comic Genius Alumni:
They Have: Bill Cosby
We Have: Tim Conway (Dorf)
Advantage: Us. we'll take
"Dorf on qolf" over any
heartwarming Cosby crap.
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Major industrial City:
They Have: Philadelphia
We Have: Toledo
Advantage: Us: Brotherly
love or Glass City? Glass
lasts forever, Love shatters
on penetration.

Distinct Landmark error:
They Have: A crack in the
liberty Bell.
We Have: BG. A phallic
administration building.
Pissed off Basketball
coach:
They Ha»e: John Cheney
We Have: Dan Dakich
Advantage: BG. At Least
Dakich Isn't a zombie.
A clean sweep. Falcons
come away with win
Saturday

Mazur was already filling in for
injured captain Eric Curl. Mazur
is expected back for Temple.
The Falcons have seen poor
play too. The secondary against
Pitt was just short of awful. That
could be a factor against Temple.
The Owls had 339 passing yards
last week again! the ACC's
Maryland.
The running game has been
shut down in each of the first two
games. The Falcons' leading
rusher on the season is tailback
John Holmes who has a miniscule 44 yards on 12 carries.
Godfrey Lewis has a mere 44
yards on 18 carries.
Temple could present prob-

M«i'imi*UhfeBGNMS

Neon Cleon: BG receiver Cleon Ghant pulls in a pass against Pitt last week.
lems for the Falcons. The Owls
took Maryland to school in
almost every category last week.
They came away with a heart
breaking 17 -10 loss.
The depleted Falcon offense
will be pitted against a defense
that lacks size, but thrives with

speed. Blackney said BG will
have to use more double light
end sets against the Owls to
exploit their lack of size.
"Obvisally. we are going to
have to try. maybe, a little bit
more two tight ends," Blackney
said. "It helps when you are going

against a four-four because usually those outside linebackers are
athletic, they are smaller guys,
they can run. 6-1.6-2 200 pound
type guys instead of playing
against a 235 pound linebacker
so we're gonna definitry look to
see if we get some personal mismatches."

Volleyball hosts BGSU Invitational at Anderson Arena
ByNjckHurm
STAFF *RIIIR

Mention the BGSU Invitation
to Bowling Green volleyball
coach Denise Van De Walle and
her eyes light up Use a first grader
excited about show and tell.
Van De Walle's excitement
revolves around the 16 players
she coaches that have been
nothing short of ii npresslve since
the beginning of the season. Now
the 18-year veteran coach hopes
this weekend's home tournament at Anderson Arena will
allow the loyal Falcons crowd to
get a taste of the excitement she
has

"This weekend will really set
the stage about what kind of
product we have to sell," Van De
Walle said. "We know what we're
doing."
The coach wasn't the only one
ready to show the home crowd
what the team has to offer.
"We're hoping that this is going
to draw more fans." senior captain JoAnna Papageorgiou said.
"When they see how exciting we
are to watch I think they'll definitely want to come see us more."
The product that the Falcons
have sold in the previous two
tournaments to open the season
is a strong, aggressive defense.

BG used a 6-2 system for part of
the Central Florida and Indiana
tournaments. This defense
allows three big players in fi ont of
the net and leaves the setter in
Hie backcourt. The 6-2 has
played a big role in the Falcon's
blocking success. Regularly the
Falcons play a 5-1 where the setter rotates all the way through
including up to the front court.
"When we go to the 6-2. we
have a big blocking lineup."
Papageorgiou said. "We always
have a right side hitter up front
instead of the setter. And we have
a lot of good right-side players
who can block as well as hit the

ball."
This weekend's tournament
marks the first time since the
1992 season that BG has hosted
this setup on their home floor.
The other teams competing at
the event include Evansville,
Illinois-Chicago and IUPUI (formerly Indiana University-Purdue
University at Indianapolis) The
Falcons have never met
Evansville or IUPUI.
"We are playing three quality
teams and the matches will be
tough." Van De Walle said. "I
think each team has a different
strength. We're thinking that UIC
is really strong on the left side

and Evansville will be really
strong in the middle."
The game plan on offense so
far for the Falcons has been middle hitter Caty Rommeck. The 6foot junior has lead the Falcons
in kills in every game so far this
season. Look for more productivity out of BG's outside hitters this
weekend. Van De Walle said she
would like to get them more into
the offense for the tournament
"We have to defend our home
court," Papageorgiou said. "It is
definitely our goal that we are
coming out to win our home
tournament."

Soccer opens MAC at Central Mich.
ByErikCassano
STAFF WRITER

MjleletmlurteBGNaB

Step Off: The Falcons will try to keep the ball away from Central
Michigan the way this BG keeper kept the ball away from the
opponent.

The BG women's soccer team
will open up conference play this
afternoon when they travel to
Mount Pleasant. Mich, to take on
Central Michigan University.
Central Michigan is 2-4-0 heading into the MAC opener. including a 3-2 victory over Wright State
at the Chippewa Fall Classic last
weekend. The Chippewas, picked
to finish second in the MAC persuasion coaches' poll, are led by
junior Allison Campbell with six
overall points followed by sophomore Emilie VilleMonte and
freshman Jamie Tekotte with two
goals apiece. Campbell and

0

sophomore Erin McMaster lead
tlie team with two assists each. In
the goal, sophomore Aryn
McCumber has started five
games, recorded 23 saves and a
1.18 goals against average.
The Falcons come into today's
game with a record of 2-3-0, riding the heels of a three-game losing streak, including two losses in
Las Vegas at the UNLV Classic this
past weekend. The Falcons also
have a trio of players with two
goals on the season: Susan
Wallace. Jill Conover and Tracy
Glexiner.
Falcons' head coach Andy
Richards said the game will be an
uphill battle for his team.

"This is going to be a very tough
game for us." said Richards. "Like
UNLV. we'll be the underdog.
Central Michigan has been
picked to finish second in the
MAC this year. I know they are
going to be a very strong, physical
squad, they have an excellent
coach in Mark Salisbury who will
get them thoroughly motivated
and ready to play."
Salisbury, who is in his third
season at the helm of the
Chippewas, expects a new look
from the BG squad.
"Bowling Green is going to be a
different team from the one we
SOCCER PAGE 11
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said. "They looked good in practice, but you never know what's
going to happen going into the
first race."
Ohio University only brought
eight men to run against the 12
Falcons, which proved to be a
mistake.
"OU has had stronger teams.
They are down a little bit from last
year," said Martin.
"I think 1 ran well, but I can do
better," Kutter said. "The freshmen stepped up and ran well.
This race gave us an idea of where
we are at and how the rest of the
season will go. I think some of the
runners can do better."
The women also had a great
race. The top five runners for the
Falcons were sophomore Joy
Echler (2nd), senior Christine
Thompson (3rd), senior Lisa
Mariea (4th), freshman Jordann
Hartmann (5di), and sophomore
BrianaKillian(llth).
"I was happy with the team. It
was what I expected," said coach
Cami Wells. "Joy ran really well.
She did better than last week and
had her best time ever. However,
there was a minute gap between
our first and our fifth runners and
a 43 second gap between our

SIAII (RUED

Ohio University dared to enter
Bowling Green Saturday and was
forced to. pay the consequences.
OU's cross country team
proved to be of little competition
as both the men and the women
Falcons won in the dual meet last
weekend. This was the first race of
the season for the men (the first
home meet for the women) and it
seemed to be more like a scrimmage as the Falcons filled the lop
places and won by the largest
margin possible.
The top five runners for the
Brown and Orange were junior
Tom Kutter (1st), freshman Paul
Niedwiecki (2nd), junior Rob
Glatz (3rd), sophomore Dave
Larson (4th) and freshman Justin
Perez (5th).
"I was very pleased with the
freshmen," coach Sterling Martin
said. "Only three freshmen ran in
the race and they finished in ihe
top six."
Martin was realty pleased wilh
the men. Kutter finished the first
race of the season a whole minute
faster then last year and the fresh men were very aggressive.
"They ran really well," Martin

Ilk'PllOlO

Cat Huntin': The Falcon mens and womens cross county team had
no problems outdueling Ohio last weekend.

fourth and fifth runners. We still
need to work on getting our fifth
runner up closer to our fourth
runner."
This was a problem in the last
race, too, and something Wells
realizes could promote a problem
in the future if some of the girls
don't step up and try to close the
gap. Other then that Wells
thought the team ran well.
Ohio had a few runners who
were hurt and but overall OU is a
pretty young team, which was
beneficial for the women Falcons.
"I thought we did pretty good."
said Hartmann. "I was proud of
them (the team). OU wasn't very
competitive. I've been told that
Toledo |one of the teams the
Falcons run against on Saturday]
is our main competition."
Running at home this past
weekend gave both the men and
the women the chance to better
prepare themselves for the
upcoming Mel Brodt Invitational
at home tomorrow where they
will be faced with fierce competition.
The teams that are running
against both the men and the
women in the meet tomorrow are
University
of
Cincinnati,

Wright has homecoming in Jackets debut
By Rusty Miller

another NHL team.

AP WRIHR

The night will be paiticularly
special for center Tyler Wright.

COLUMBUS— It's only an
exhibition game and an early one
at that.
But the Columbus Blue Jackets'
trip -o play the Pittsburgh
Penguins on Friday night will be
special because it marks the first
time the franchise has actually
put a team on the ice against

Wright spent the last three seasons with the Penguins, then was
taken by Columbus in the expansion draft.
"I don't care if it's exhibition or
not, I'm going to play the game
the way I've always played it."
Wright said after a workout earlier

this week. "There's always something in the back of your mind,
when you leave a team you
always want to go back and prove
something."

Odelein and the team's top amaThe squad was split into three
divisions, with one traveling to
Pittsburgh and the other two

The team the Blue Jackets will
put on the ice won't include some
of the best known players on the
roster, including goaltender Ron
Tugnutt, wing Kevin Dineen and
defensemen Krzysztof Oliwa. Lyle

Bowling Green at
Temple

PETE STELLA
Sports Editor

working out in shifts at the team's
practice rink. Everybody on the
roster will eventually see action in
a game, although some will see
fewer minutes than others.

Bowling Green

Temple

Temple

Score
Rant

28-21

31-17

BG neeJs to win a
g#ddamngame
before 2001.

Secondary sucks,
receivers are hurt.
Falcons in trouble.

24-10
Alexander not at
100%. NoGerling,
no Curl, no love.

Prediction

Tennessee

Tennesee

Florida

56-47
Just because Steve
Spurier is an ass.
Go Vols.

35-34

Score

42-28
Tenn. is on their turf,
Spurier's visor won't
block this beating.

Rant

FLORIDA 3 FAVORITE

Cincinnat at
#4 Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

35-10
The Badgers are
really pissed about
last years upset.

48-3
A Bearcat triumph
two years in a row?
I'd drink turpentine.

28-24
Cincy has a better
city. Badgers have a

Prediction

Notre Dame

Purdue

Purdue

Score

28-27
W/o Battle, ND will
have tough time;
don't forget Brees.

28-24
Breeze picks apart
Irish. It might not
be this close

35-28
Throwing touchdowns is a breeze
for Breeze.

Prediction

UCLA

Michigan

UCLA

Score
Rant

28-24

24-17

With home field,
Bruins can exploit
UM's weaknesses.

Pete, what is UM's
weakness? I couldn't tell you

28-17
Navarre gets eaten
up by the Bruins
secondary

NO LINE

#3 Michigan at
#14 UCLA
MICHIGAN 4.5 FAVORITE

Eastern Michigan at
South Carolina

Steve Spurier
cheats, cheats
cheats in win.

Score
Rant

Rant

better team

Prediction

SC

SC

SC

Score
Rant

56-14

28-27
Let's say Eastern
keeps it close, But
Cocks are tough.

35-7
Rack up the third
straight win for the
coach of the year

Holtz and co. are on
the right track after
killing Georgia

SOUTH CAROLINA 23.5 FAVORITE

PRE- MELONEEST|
uiiicnr onimi
co roue
WHERE
COUPLES
COME TO
TO ounni
SHOP!

t'

CONTESTS

— ''

YOUR BACHELOR C
BACHELORETTE GIFT|
HEADQUARTERS!
ADULT NOVELTIES & TOYS, MASSAGE
OILS. GELS. LINGERIE, DANCE WEAR,
SHOES, BOOTS. MEN'S SEXY WEAR,
LEATHER ACCESSORIES & MOST

SEPT. 17th-29th

NEW BYOB
LOUNGE!
f

OPEN TIL 4am
THUflS - SfiT

ALWAYS LOOKING
FOR NEW TALENT

Tri-State

and Xavier. Central Michigan
University will also be at the meet,
but they will only be running
against the women.
"1 think we have a chance to do
really well again tomorrow," Wells
said. "Toledo will be very competitive. Central Michigan also has a
good team. We only beat them by
four points last time."
As for the men, they will also
have to work hard.
"The way the season is set up is
that each meet gets a little more
challenging," said Martin. "I think
we have a great shot of winning
the race tomorrow. Cincinnati has
a great tradition of being compel itive and Toledo is our conference
rival. Heidelburg College also has
a strong team. The meet should
be a good challenge for both
teams (men and women)."

Browns ready for Sunday
Steelers showdown

Yearbook Editor

Temple
35-28
Secondary, feeling
the punishment from
Pitt, will get abused.

Wisconsin
42-0
Suspensions keep
Badgers from running it up even more.
Notre Dame
28-21
No QB, no problem!
Late touchdown wins
it.

avoid this week is the type of letdowns that followed each of their
CLEVELAND — Scribbled on a two wins in '99.
A year ago, Cleveland got its
message board in their locker
room was the only motivation the first win in Week 8 with a miracuCleveland Browns needed this lous last-second TD pass in New
Orleans, only to follow it up wilh
week.
possibly its worst performance, a
It read: "43-0 — Remember."
That was the score last season 41 -9 thrashing by Baltimore in the
when the Pittsburgh Steelers much-hyped return against
came trashed the Browns' home Ravens owner Art Modell.
Then the Browns followed that
opener.
The loss came on a night with another heart-pounding
intended to welcome Cleveland win. 16-15onalast-play field goal
at Pittsburgh. But again, another
back into the NFL after a threeyear exile. Instead, the rout by dud came die next week, this
time a 31-17 loss to Carolina that
their archrivals served as a slap in
only looked respectable because
the face for the Browns, who went
of two late scores by Cleveland.
2-14 during their expansion sea"We're not trying to be like last
son — 0-8 in the new Cleveland
year and get one (victory) and
Browns Stadium.
then get all relaxed and lose three
After dropping their 2000 home or four more until you get anothopener to Jacksonville, the er one." linebacker Wali Raincr
Browns think it's time a home said. "We want to win every one.
game meant something more That's the way we take it."
than just another loss.
If die Browns are to match their
"We've got to establish this as a '99 victory total this week,
tough place for other teams to Cleveland's defensive line will
play," quarterback Tim Couch probably be the reason.
said. "It starts this week for us. We
After finishing last in the league
have to go out and get a win. Our with 25 sacks in '99, the Browns
fans deserve it."
already have 11 this season, tying
And for Browns fans, beating them atop the NFL along with
the Steelers would finally make it Tampa Bay. Cleveland sacked
feel like their team has truly come Bengals QB, Akili Smith seven
home.
times last week and got four in
Cleveland (1-1) is coming off its Week 1 against Mark Brunell.
most impressive game since its
Keith McKenzie, rookie defenrebirth last season. The Browns sive end Courtney Brown, tackle
dominated every aspects of their Stalin Colinet and former Steeler
game last week in Cincinnati, rip- Orpheus Roye don't inspire
ping the Bengals 24-7 and spoil- images of the Steel Curtain just
ing the christening of Paul Brown yet, but they're making a name for
themselves.
Stadium.
"We're getting better every
Sound familiar?
But what the Browns want to week," McKenzie said.

Michigan
28-14
Bruin', can't pull two
upsets. Go Blue!

SC
63-3
Holt/ could sneak this
one out with the second team.

By Tom Withers

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRIHR

Soccer
opens MAC

play

Women's Club
Soccer
At The Intramural
Fields.
Bowling Green (1-1)

SoccerFROMPAGElO
played a year ago." said
Salisbury on the Central
Michigan Web site.
The

Vs. Kentucky
11 am Saturday.
Ohio 4:30 a.m. Sat

MELONEEST
2000
SO GIRIS I HUM OHIO AND
MICHIGAN COMPETEING TO GIUI V01I
THE BEST COUCH OUNCE.

HOTTEST EVENT
OE TEIE YEAR!
SUNDRY-

COLLEQE ID
NIGHT

I ADULT VIDEOS C DVD'S I
ITO RENT OR BUY!
I TUESDAY THBU THURSDAY RENTALS ARE »2 00

50% OFF

MONDAY

|$ 10 DANCES

LEATHER & PVC

25% OFF WITH
THIS OOUFON

USE OUR StPARAH ENTRANCE1
135 S BTRNE RD TOLE0O SIKKOT WWW DFJAVU COM

University,

University, Heidelburg College

SEPT 30th

CURRENT MAGAZINE ISSUES.

EXCLUDING MAGAZINES t SALE ITEMS BG

MIKE BRANDYBERRY

Florida
31-17
Term, has too many
problems surrounding
QB shuffle.

Prediction

NO LINE
#13 Purdue at
.#21 Notre Dame

NICKHURM
Assistant Editor

Prediction

TEMPI E 9.5 FAVORITE

#6Florida at
#11Tennessee

DAN NIED
Assistant Editor

State

teur pick. Rostislav Klesla.

BG SPORTS
PICK OF THE WEEK
look. We're just budding sports houdinis But we're cocky enough to
think that these are pretty good
picks (Picks made without spread)

University of Windsor, Toledo.
Ohio Northern University. Wright

TUESDRYIll•'/.!■, I l9
I IS S I1YIIM HI) Till I III)
i ,1 1111 /"i 11111 > 11 • m.lllllll MIM

12-4-1 DANCES

The sisters ofAlpa Xi Delta
would like to Congratulate
Jason Bozzone ana our sister
from the Theta Alpha chapter,
Melissa Di Nofia, on their

recent engagement.
Good luck ana congratulations!

I

H

K

BG
NEWS
Classified Ads
372-6977
I

m

Travel

Personals

M111 Spring Break Specials' Cancun & Jamaica S389! Air. Hotel.
Free Meals. Drinks! Award Winning
Company1 Gel Group ■ Go Free1
Florida Vacations S12S!
springbreaklravel com
1-800-678-6386

Shelley Mil'er:
Please call Cheryle Billmaier regarding tutoring child w/autism. (419)
833-7233. THANKS!!

H-.Nc-«illn<tki»»M<rU ..qi-JoiW

■nb »"' ••"-•!
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Services Offered

« ...

I. •!•■! Iif.llt pMMftJ .urn.
IMItti it.. iifMi<-.lr.hw *«•

»M«ft«l*f

Cygnet Auto Body
Body repair, engine work, brakes &
exhaust MF. 9-5. Sat. 9-12

655-2202

Campus Events
" Americas Leading Fraternity
|IK<S> Fall Recruitment 2000
September 13, 14. 18. 19
Across from Jerome Library
Calling all health, undecided and
physical therapy majors The prephysical therapy club will be holding
their first meeting on September 18
It will be at 7 30pm in Room 112 BA
building

T! -V

SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Senior Pictures are here lor this
week only' To schedule an appoint
ment call 372-8634 Appointments
are available 'rom 10am-6pm in 28
West Hall The S8 sitting lee can be
charged to the bursar
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Senior Pictures are here tor this
week only' To schedule an appoint
menl call 372 8634 Appointments
are available from 10am-6pm m 28
West Hail The S8 sitting lee can bo
charged to the bursar

0)

p^

PQ

00 UM

Spanish Club ' .
mg Nomination and election ol club
officers -Tuesday Sept ' >th 9pm
■ Hall
The Cro^b Co '
Conversation Connection
Would you like to practice yooi I
hsh or work on your foreign Ianguage skills'* ll so then the CrossConversation Connection is I
In this program you
'Improve your foreign Stt OOd la*1
guage skills
'Learn firsthand aboul i...
pies and cultures
'Make new friends
it you are interested ■•
in this program plea' ■
- la I
Jesse McNaughton ESL depart
menl. 218 East Ha" at 372 8133 or
e-mail j mcnaughto" «fycOS com

r-H ■€^
Travel

CD "

• 111 Early Specials* Spring Break
Bahamas Party CfU
I)
S2791 Includes M
bes1 Awe
some Beaches. Nightlife' Departs
Florida' Get Group - G
■
springbreakUavL'i com
1-800-678 bJ8».

Personals
• 1 SPRING BREAK 2001 Mexico.
Jamaica, Florida & S Padre Reliable TWA flights Biggest parties &
Best prices. Book by Oct. 1 Receive
FREE 14 meals S 28 hrs ol parties'
1 800 SURFS UPwww s!uOe"te»

mm
Fall Tanning Special
month unlimited S25
2 months unlimited - S40
425 E Wooster - Open Eveiyday
352-7889
HEY BG WOMEN...
Would you like to facilitate for the
Sexual Assault Network Program''
For more information, call 372-0470
o' pick up an application al the
Wellness Connection
■'ealth Center
INTRAMURAL
Photographer Videogrnphpr
NEEDED
ftCT IM OFFICE AT 37;
Live Reggae <tf Brewsic's
Groove Master-Friday A Saturday
Si 50 Amber Bock 1602 pints
Adult hockey leagues now lormiruj
15 mm from BG 3 skill levels lo
etioose from (begin •
ale advanced) Cat ftai

'

'

.

'

li

■

Canng Professional San/ice
Free Pregnancy real
A :i>73 BG Pregnancy Center
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
>' MM ate < "ie tor this
.-..■- - my1 To schedule an aj |
ill 372 H634 Appointments
are available from tOan
West Hall TheS8 sitting f..-.'
•ha<ged to the bursar
SENIORS
SENIORS
i Pictures are here lot II
week only1 To schedule an B|
menl .I-I 372-8634 Appointment:,
are available tfom 10am 6pi'
West Han The S8 sitin |fei an be
."harged to the bursar
WE NEED MEN!
rve ai lacihiators for the
What '.'
Know About
Program For n
iat) M2 0470 Of pick
Wellness Connection
1 *u Health Center'

14

WE NEED WOMEN!
To serve as facilitators for the
Sexual Assault Network Program
For more information, please call
372-0470 or stop by the
Wellness Connection,
170 Health Center
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
GOOD MEN...
To serve as facilitators for the
What Men Need to Know About
Rape Program' For more
information, call 372-0470 or p:ck up
an application in the
Wellness Connection,
170 Health Center

Wanted
1 rmte wanted in 2 bdrm apt. Own
room, new carpet, close to campus
Call tor more info. 354-4372. Jessica
2 male rmtes wanted ASAP 3 bedroom house, close to campus, lease
starting Sepl.-Aug For more information, call 354-6055, Ryan.
Subieaser needed-female
352 6392 ASAP

Help Wanted
S FOR ODD JOBS Basic carpentry
or plumbing skills also need
Call 353-2301
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
I ess than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available
A Shift 7 00am - 10 00am
B Shift 10 15am - 1 15nm
C Shift 1 30nm - 4 30pm
Possibility of working 2 1 '2 hours
and getting paid for 3*
354-8802
354-8703
B.'ihysitfer needed for occasional
■ nd nights. ASAP, ciose to
campus Call 353-9137
i

' .■■■

■,.■>■:

" <vv :M'.- ■ :.;,.-•!

mgs available 1st & 2nd shift Competitive wages plus commission Apply today BP Oil Route 795 and I■ I 195 in Rosslord Call 419872-3689
Chtlocara staff r ■» ons available.
mornings 352-2506
Full & Part-Time
Lawn A Landscape Maintenance
Call 354-1923
Graphic Designer
Communicel'on Co needs designer
Experienced m Illustrator, Freehand
arid Photo Shop Flex Hours Imme-.ition Send resume and
samples of work to Hardy Commum408 Bancroft Toledo OH
43620 or
cheryl 4X eeekadvertismg com
Immediate pt lime pre school teacher needed We're looking for energetic & reliable people who love to
work with young children Morning &
a"ernoon hrs avail Early childhood
e«p p'ef but will train Send resume
ti Stay and Play Daycare & Pre
School. Inc 3120 S Byrne. Toledo.
OH 43614

Help Wanted
CniidCareStaff
Friendly, energetic persons needed
to fill positions in YMCA child care
programs. Morning and afternoon
shifts available Good pay. Benefits
available include YMCA membership. Please call (419) 251-9622 for
application information.
First Christian Church (comer of
Haskins & Poe Rd) in need of child
care aid tor Mon & Wed nights and
Sunday mornings. Own transportation is necessary. For more information call 354-5258.
Lawn maintenance positions avail.
Part & Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
Looking for an individual who is able
to create a web page, create pamphlets & has marketing experience.
Call 353-3499.
My 10 & 13 yr. olds need child care
while I attend conferences. 3727335.
Occasional babysitter needed for
days only $7.00mr Call Kate 3736502
Office cleaning evenings
10-12 hrs. wk. Own Iransp. required
Call 352-5822.
Own a computer?
Put it to work!
S25-S75. PTVFT
www alternative-work.org

888-595-9049
Part or full-time sorters or cleaners
$7.50 hr Walking distance from
campus Apply in person at 441 Pike
St_
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills m a Residential setting. Part-time, and Sub positions available ranging from 29 5 to
74 5 hours biweekly Salary is
S7.55/hour for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at S10 24/houi
based upon experience. High school
diploma or GED required; no experience necessary Positions available
in Bowling Green. Portage, Perrysburg, and Walbridge areas Interested persons may obtain an application packet from Wood County
Board of MR'DD. 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent. B.
Monday-Friday. 8 00am-4:30pm.
E.OE
Swim Team Coaches
Mature, organized individuals needed to coach age group swimming
team Practice hours are Mondays
through Fridays from 4 00pm to
5 00pm Coaches will also be responsible for attending weekend
swim meets as scheduled. Good
pay Benefits available include YMCA membership Please call (419)
251-9622 lor application information
Customer Service Staff
Friendly, outgoing persons needed
lo till positions at YMCA Customer
Service and Reception Desks Evening and weekend hours available
Good pay Must have basic computer skills Benefits available include
YMCA membership Please call
(419) 251 -9622 for application information
Premier gentlemen's club now
hiring dancers. Possible benefits.
Will tram 734-848-4379. Mon-Fn after 3pm
SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica. Cancun. Florida.
Barbados. Bah*r ,as Now hiring
campus reps Earn 2 free Inps.
Free meals book by Nov 2nd Call
for FREE mlo pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours com
1-800-426-7710

Help Wanted
SECURITY: up to $7.50/hr.
Great extra Income!
BURNS INT'L (EOE) has full-time
openings for Security Guards in the
BOWLING GREEN area.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
We offer benefits, paid training and
provide full uniform
Interested applicants should
apply In person to 3450 West
Central Avenue, Suite 254, Toledo
Ohio. OR call (800) 382-9132 for
more Information.
Stone Oak Country Club
867-8400
Hill & Centennial Rd.
(Jusl off Airport Hwy.)
We are accepting applications
for the following positions:
"Evening Host/Hostess
"Evening Waitstaff
'Evening Bussers
"Day Wailstaff
'Day Bussers
■Bartenders
Part time/Flex. Schedules
S6.00-S7.50 Starting wage
+ tips where available.
Apply in person Tues. thru Sun.
Telephone interviewing No sales
Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmosphere. In Perrysburg. Up to $7.00
hour depending on skills ,^74-5842
Telephone order clerks 2 blocks
Irom campus. Full & PI. time. Average earnings S8/hr 2 shifts available; 9-2 or 5-9. 353-8705
Up to $15 hour plus bonus
352-3767

For Sale
1988 Kawasaki Ninja 250. Looks
and runs great. Bought new truck,
must sell. $1500 obo. Call 373-9948
for additional info.
1992 Nissan truck, short bed.
88.000 Excell shape AC. stereo,
$2500 obo. 352-0781
1997 Suzuki Maurader. new Harley
sounding exhaust, 1900 miles, very
clean. Must sell $5000 firm. Call
352-1294. ask for Chad.
94 Tracker
Convertible hard top,/CD 4 wheel
dnve great shape. $3300 call 352-

9367.
FOR SALE:
30 pink. Stackable, Metal chairs
$10 per chair
Call N.ki at 372-3208
HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police impounds! 0 down. 24 mo at 19 9%
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ext4558

For Rent
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
One roommate needed Two bdrm
apt located on top ol service barbershop Close to campus $212.50
rent + phone + cable. Page (440)
270-2886.
WANTED ASAP: 1 subieaser for
apartment in Hillsdale. Own spacious room!! Just $190 a month, utilities extra. Lease through Aug.
2001 Please call 352-6142, ask lor
Brandi.
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CINEMARK

[And you will loo,
with NTN Interactive Sports
& Trivia Games ]
Now Maying

The Best Seat In Town

cn *o

Cinema 5

-s S

For Showtimes call
354-0558

Same peat place,

Woodland Mall - N.Mam St.

Xownvn better.

or log on to [cinemark.com 1
.VOTED BEST PIZZA 8 STRAIGHT YEARS ]

203 N. Main

r-! o

Adult Hockey
Leagues Now
Forming

Regiser to redlfeve
showtimes via email!

Cable Channel 6

New Season
Starts Sept. 20
5:30, 10:30
& 7:30am

•15 minutes from BG
1

3 skill levels:
Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced

'Call Gary at 425-2028

Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
.
source

*-

•«•

352-5166

$4.50 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. *Sat. »Sun.
Try Pizo's Select Pizza
Great Taste to Satisfy You!
Prices Starting. fls low fls $3.50 for a mini

*3*

the new Rs&

Try These Combos
California White - wtmesaucemth
• Fajita chicken, broccoli, almonds
• Fajita chicken, mushroom, spinach
• Fajita chicken, tomato, broccoli
Chicken 2 item cost
€ost Coast Garlic • mUgarik ioueandmiu S
fxitm chetw Mth
• Tomatoes and red onio. is
• Chicken and almonds
• Spinach and tomatoes
SpinOCh PillO - re,/. w/iil|..(ir.|ar/«

• Spinach and mushroom
• Spinach and tomato
• Spinach and bacon
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what's next...
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Procter & Gamble
Spotlight on:
Information Technology

...Or Vou Decide
The Best Pizza at the Best Prices!

Bowling Greer
State University
Monday, September 18
6PM-8PM

"Sec Our Coupon menu In Che Temporary Phone Book*

■ ai»rt»f

www.pg.com
T-ri. ..-».

Best Western
Falcon Plaza

